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“Who knows how much brilliance the world was deprived of by millions of girls missing out on secondary education. Perhaps there was a transformative leader in that generation, an inspiring writer, a scientist who might solve the world’s most pressing problems. When I think of the unrealised potential, my sorrow knows no bounds.”

MALALA YOUSAFZAI, TIME MAGAZINE, MARCH 2015

Though we have seen impressive gains in access to education in the last 15 years, we know that millions have been left behind both inside and outside the classroom.

And yet a good quality education, from early childhood through upper secondary, is crucial to achieving the collective vision for a sustainable future set out in the draft sustainable development agenda AND the individual visions of a better future held by millions of girls around the world.

Girls like Sakina from Northern Nigeria, Amina from Nigeria, Mezon from Syria, and Tay Thi from Vietnam.

Girls like Malala.

Girls have big dreams for their lives, no matter where they live. These dreams start and — sadly for millions — end with education. The poorest girls in the poorest countries get just three years of schooling. Over the past 15 years the international community has worked to get them six, then nine.

But this is still not enough. It is not enough to meet the challenge of empowering women and girls. It is not enough to realise the full ambition of the new sustainable development agenda. And it is not enough for the millions of girls demanding more for their lives.

Without fully funding universal access to 12 years of good quality primary and secondary education, in line with proposed Target 4.1 of the Sustainable Development Goals, the vision of the sustainable future to be agreed in September cannot be achieved and the world will be robbed of the tremendous potential of girls eager to learn and to lead.

More than this, we will continue to deny millions of girls their right to education.

Funding universal access to 12 years of education is not a choice for governments, donors and the international community; it is a commitment and an obligation that must be realised. Moreover, with strong political will, it is possible. The world does have the money to meet the projected US$39 billion annual financing gap, the equivalent of just eight days of global military spending.
The Malala Fund commissioned this study to begin to identify how 12 years of universal fee-free primary and secondary education — estimated to cost an average of US$340 billion a year between 2015–2030 — might be funded by 2030, whilst supporting greater equity and quality at all levels.

The study arose from Malala’s concern that financing discussions around the Sustainable Development Goals could serve to lower the ambition for education to just nine years for all for the next 15 years, despite commitments to a full 12 years in both the proposed post-2015 education targets and the recently agreed Incheon Declaration. Certainly, no parent in the summit halls and capitals where these decisions will be taken would accept nine years of education for their own child.

The study makes four things clear:

1. **Achieving universal fee-free access through upper secondary level is only possible with significant increases in funding** — More money needs to be found if we are to achieve the ambition of universal fee-free secondary education. Leveraging additional domestic resources for primary and secondary education, reversing declining aid to education from donors to fill the projected US$39 billion annual financing gap, and mobilising new sources of funding will all be critical to making this ambition a reality by 2030.

2. **The poorest countries face the greatest challenge** — Universalising fee-free upper secondary education places the highest burden on the poorest countries, which will need substantial increases in external funding to meet this ambition. According to the Education for All Global Monitoring Report, 42% of the cost of basic and secondary education will need to be externally financed in low income countries, compared to just 6% for lower middle income countries. This is where aid money will make the greatest difference. The needs in fragile and conflict-affected countries are particularly acute and under-served.

3. **Careful planning and a phased approach is needed to maintain equity and quality at lower levels of education** — Equitable approaches to providing quality education for all should not focus on higher levels of education at the expense of efforts to improve equitable, good quality provision at lower levels. A phased approach to providing universal upper secondary education, starting with targeted support for the most marginalised girls, may be most appropriate to mitigate equity and quality concerns.

4. **Political will is the critical success factor** — The over-riding message from this study — illustrated by country case studies such as Cuba, Sri Lanka and Kenya — is that government commitment and political will to expand access and improve quality of education, coupled with careful planning and implementation, is the critical success factor for realising the right to primary and secondary education for all.

The ambition articulated in proposed Target 4.1 of the Sustainable Development Goals, that by 2030 all girls and boys should complete free, equitable and quality primary and secondary education, is the right one for young people everywhere. But, without strong political commitment and significant increases in funding it could be another 100 years before all girls in sub-Saharan Africa have the opportunity to complete 12 years of education.

This study shows how additional finances could be mobilised from a variety of sources if the will exists to do so. And it does not provide an exhaustive list. Many more options should be explored if we are serious about making 12 years of primary and secondary education available to all. World leaders and the education sector must start to think more like venture capitalists and entrepreneurs — it’s time we used every creative solution and innovative mechanism available to finance this cause.

World leaders already know the value of education — they send their own children to good schools. Funding cannot be an excuse to deny this opportunity to the millions who are currently missing out. The money is available.

The challenge is significant but, every day, girls like Malala, Sakina, Amina, Mezon and Tay Thi go to incredible lengths in order to attend and complete school. Malala calls these girls her sisters and we should too.

We must join them in this campaign. Our hope, at the Malala Fund, is that this study will start the conversation of how we might best do so. We hope you will join us.

Meighan Stone
President, Malala Fund

---

1. This figure includes a year of pre-primary education.
MALALA FUND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the analysis in this study, the Malala Fund has identified five key recommendations for meeting the 12-year ambition:

1. Governments should make phased, implementable plans aimed at achieving the ambition of access to 12 years of free, good quality primary and secondary education for all by 2030, starting with the most marginalised girls.

   Commitments to provide universal primary and secondary education should be accompanied by concrete implementation plans identifying how a phased approach to the introduction of fee-free provision of secondary education could support the progressive realisation of a full course of free secondary education being available to all by 2030, whilst mitigating against any negative impacts on equity and quality at lower levels.

   These plans should identify interim “stepping stone” targets to serve as benchmarks of progress between now and 2030, ensuring that every successive government is held accountable for achieving them. These interim targets, set at stages over the 2015–2030 period, should identify desired outcomes for participation and learning across basic and upper secondary education for those who have been traditionally left behind, especially the poorest girls. This would lead to the introduction of targeted measures towards these groups.

   National plans of action should be complemented by a global roadmap to achieve the ambition of proposed SDG Target 4.1, particularly with regards to delivering more and better external funding for education over the period 2015–2030.

2. Increased global financing efforts should be supported by an expanded Global Partnership for Education (GPE), with the mandate to support resource mobilisation and national action on upper secondary.

   The core commitment of the GPE is to basic education. An expansion of its scope to upper secondary education will be needed to help mobilise and coordinate the additional funding needed to support 12 years of quality primary and secondary education for all, building on a year of pre-primary. This expansion should be in support of nationally driven education sector plans which focus on the full course of education from pre-primary to upper secondary.

3. Low and lower middle income countries must increase the size of their overall budget and allocate a minimum of 20% of their public budgets to education.

   Low income countries will, on average, need to pay around 6.5% of GDP, and lower middle income countries around 4.3% of GDP, for universal fee-free education through upper secondary level. Much of this cost can be met by both expanding the size of overall budgets and allocating a greater portion to education.

Revenue generated from taxes remains inadequate in many low income countries, where it accounts for just 10–14% of GDP, compared to tax-to-GDP ratios of 20–30% in high income countries. Expanding the tax base fairly is a crucial strategy for increasing the size of national budgets and, with this, funding for education. But countries also need to prioritise education more in their budgets. Governments in low income countries could raise an additional US$15 billion for education just by increasing the share of the national budget for education to 20%. According to the Education For All Global Monitoring Report, if governments in low and middle income countries “modestly increased” their tax-raising efforts and allocated 20% of their public budgets to education, they could increase the average share of GDP spent on education from 3% to 6% by 2015.

4. Traditional and non-traditional bilateral donors must commit to meeting a target of 0.7% of Gross National Income in Official Development Assistance and increasing the share of aid to basic and secondary education to at least 10% of total aid budgets.

   In 2005, 15 Member States of the European Union (the EU-15) pledged to increase ODA to 0.7% of GNI by 2015. Only four have done so. If all the EU-15 donors met the 0.7% target in 2015 (or 1.0% and above in the case of Denmark, Luxembourg and Sweden) they would raise an additional US$15 billion for basic and secondary education.

   However, if EU-15 donors met the 0.7% target, and education was prioritised in aid budgets — with at least 10% of total aid directed to basic and secondary education for low and lower middle income countries — an additional US$7.7 billion could be raised in 2015.

   This is in addition to the US$3.2 billion expected should trends in aid to education stay the same and countries meet projected ODA/GNI ratios in 2015. This totals a possible US$10.9 billion in education aid, representing a quarter of the annual financing gap.

   Evidently, filling one quarter of the gap is not enough. However, the responsibility to fill this gap does not just fall on the EU-15 donors: the United States, Canada and other donors who have not reaffirmed their commitment to the 0.7% target must also contribute. New donors, including the BRICS and Arab States, also have a role to play.

   A further US$20.3 billion — around half the annual financing gap — could be raised annually if seven non DAC EU-15 donors make and meet this commitment to 0.7% (or in the case of Norway 1.0%) of GNI in ODA and re-prioritise 10% of total ODA to basic and secondary education for low and lower middle income countries. This represents an US$18.6 billion increase to the US$1.7 billion expected from these donors in 2015 should trends in aid to education remain the same and countries meet projected ODA/GNI ratios.

---

4. These are: Sweden, Luxembourg, Denmark, UK, Netherlands, Finland, Belgium, Ireland, France, Germany, Austria, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece.
5. These are: Sweden, Luxembourg, Denmark, UK.
6. Based on previous trends in share of ODA allocated to basic and secondary education.
7. These are: US, Japan, Korea, Australia, Canada, Norway, Switzerland.
8. This is based on ODA/GNI ratios for Norway from 2014 levels.
Commitments to 0.7% of GNI in ODA by the emerging BRICS and Arab donors,\textsuperscript{9} with just 10% of total ODA allocated to basic and secondary education for low and lower middle income countries, could raise an additional US$13.3 billion,\textsuperscript{10} closing the annual financing gap completely.

An indicative benchmark of 70–80% of education aid\textsuperscript{11} to support pre-primary through upper secondary education could be helpful in directing and monitoring donor spending in support of the 12-year ambition. A number of donor countries disproportionately target education aid towards post-secondary education, which is often spent in donor countries through post-secondary scholarships and in-country student costs. Reallocating some of this spending — estimated to be about one-quarter of total direct aid to education\textsuperscript{12} — towards lower levels of education could also increase the funding available for basic and secondary education.

5. Every effort must be made to identify and capitalise on new sources of funding.

A number of new financing mechanisms for education, with the potential to generate significant funds, merit further investigation. For example, it is estimated that an International Finance Facility for Education, based on similar initiatives in the health sector, has the potential to raise US$3-4 billion a year; and the introduction of mandatory corporate responsibility schemes in India is estimated to generate up to US$2 billion in additional revenues toward the country’s public services.

\textsuperscript{9} These are: Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait.

\textsuperscript{10} Based on the projected size of their economies in 2015 multiplied by 0.7% (the overall target for ODA) multiplied by 10% (assumed as the minimum necessary to support basic and secondary education for low and lower middle income countries).

\textsuperscript{11} This builds on the EFA Global Monitoring Report’s recommendation that at least 50% of all education aid be channelled to basic education.

A bright mind, a strong will and 12 years of education helped to create a valued community health worker in Northern Nigeria. Sakina hopes to go on to become a doctor.

Most girls in her community are unable to continue their schooling for all 12 years due to school fees and cultural barriers. Sakina was only able to continue because of the help of a nonprofit, the Centre for Girls’ Education. We want more Sakinas. We need more bright young girls on the path to becoming community health workers and doctors if we are to achieve development goals. This is one girl’s story, but it could be many more.

Sakina, The Future Doctor

Amina speaks to a group of eager girls and their parents. She is telling her story — beaming with pride while she recounts how her parents supported her desire for education, even though she faced many dangers and barriers. Not only has she completed secondary school, she is now attending college. Amina dreams of the day when she will not be the exception.

She is spreading the +12 message to her community and someday, she will spread it to other girls around Africa and the world.

Amina, The Future Advocate
Now in the 11th grade, Mezon is referred to as the “Malala” of the Syrian refugees because of her passion for education. Mezon is also a storyteller who knows that words can bring change and light in the darkness of conflict.

Mezon feels a responsibility towards her community to provide guidance to girls and parents who believe that early marriage, instead of education, is the way to a better life. She hopes to tell empowering stories and stand up for girls’ rights as a journalist.

Tay Thi stands before a classroom of eager students. With each question she asks, hands shoot up. They love their teacher and want to show their knowledge, and to show that they could be like her.

She is determined. Her parents burned her books to stop her from going to school, but she kept going anyway. She worked tirelessly to earn enough to pay for her own studies.

With the support of the NGO Room to Read, Tay Thi will soon graduate from college and her dream of becoming a teacher is almost a reality.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2015 will mark the launch of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), an ambitious multi-stakeholder effort that builds upon the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) to outline a set of global outcomes and targets for the next 15 years. The proposed Goal 4, relating to equitable and inclusive education and lifelong learning, is expansive, calling for access to early childhood education and the completion of free, equitable, and quality primary and secondary education for all boys and girls.13 The Incheon Declaration adopted at the 2015 World Education Forum also supports this message, calling for 12 years of free, publicly funded, equitable quality primary and secondary education.14 Lower secondary is already increasingly seen in many countries as an extension to primary education, and as part of a compulsory 9–year cycle of basic schooling. The inclusion of upper secondary education in the education agenda is forward-looking, and encourages the global community to set its ambitions higher.

This study from the Results for Development Institute (R4D), commissioned by the Malala Fund, builds on the analysis by the Education for All Global Monitoring Report (GMR) to shed further light on the cost of providing fee-free access to both upper and lower secondary school by 2030. Through interviews with 11 expert stakeholders and a literature review, this technical study explores the cost of universal upper secondary education, lessons that can be drawn from different countries that have embarked on this process, and options for financing its expansion.

The analysis intends to inform the key topics being explored in the run-up to the UN Summit in September 2015 to adopt the post-2015 development agenda, particularly related to the themes of financing strategies for development and education. Four key findings related to fee-free universalisation of upper secondary education are below, with each explored in more depth in the study:

I. Achieving fee-free education will raise the share of education to between 4.20% – 6.91% of GDP over 2015–2030.

II. Cost projections of fee-free education confirm that universal fee-free access across pre-primary, primary, lower secondary, and upper secondary school place a significant burden on Category 3 and 4 countries. Substantial increases in external financing will be needed to support these countries to gradually provide greater access to fee-free education at post-primary levels.

- The study distinguishes between four broad categories of countries, each differing by population growth rates, GDP growth, quality and access to primary education, and the political context. Category 1 countries tend to be well-performing countries, falling near the top of the range for learning outcomes; Categories 2–3 are those countries exhibiting a high quality of education at the primary and lower secondary levels, and are also making progress in expanding reach and quality at the upper secondary level; and Category 4 tend to be fragile and/or conflict-affected states, with low levels of primary school enrollment rates and learning.

- Upper secondary costs in lower middle income countries are projected by the GMR to be US$83 billion, compared to US$14 billion in low income countries. The relatively low costs in low income countries mask large projected budget shortfalls: it has been estimated that 42% of the cost in low income countries would need to be financed externally, compared to just 6% for lower middle income countries.\(^{16}\)

III. Significant care must be taken to ensure inequity is not exacerbated by shifting resources away from ensuring access and quality learning outcomes at lower levels of education.

- Focusing external funding on low income countries would make a relatively larger difference, as compared to countries with higher incomes. Many countries in Categories 3 and 4 — in contrast to Category 1 and 2 countries — may not have the financing required to effectively and equitably implement universal access. Both the Sustainable Development Goals and the Incheon Declaration call for a renewed commitment to allocate 0.7% of GNI in ODA to developing countries. As of 2014, only five DAC countries had reached the 0.7% target adopted by the UN in 1970.

- Many in the international aid community have lauded the instrumental role the Global Partnership for Education has played in coordinating donor efforts and expanding primary education access and equity. With the shifting focus beyond the primary level, there are now calls for the GPE’s mandate to expand beyond primary education into the secondary level.\(^{16}\)

---


16. This includes calls from the Sustainable Development Solutions Network and the Revised Draft Outcome Document for the Third International Conference on Financing for Development.
Policies to promote equity are crucial in order to ensure all demographic groups have access to quality education. Targeted demand side interventions, gender-focused policies, and broad systems reforms may be needed to mitigate equity concerns.

Learning achievements at the upper secondary level can only be as good as the quality of learning that takes place at the lower levels, with experience from primary level universalisation showing that a boost in access does not necessarily lead to learning.

IV. A phased approach to fee-free upper secondary education, first targeting girls and other marginalised youth, may be the most appropriate strategy to universalise access to education at this level.

- **A uniform strategy for implementing and financing fee-free upper secondary education is neither viable nor appropriate across all countries.** Upper secondary school financing options may vary depending upon the characteristics and context of the country.

- **Given that public sector expenditure is the key source of financing in education, financing strategies will have to mobilise and leverage domestic resources, as well as better harness and catalyse private sector sources.** The strategies examine mechanisms to mobilise the various categories of financing as described in the Revised Draft Outcome Document for the Third International Conference on Financing for Development, including domestic public resources, domestic and international private finance, and international public finance.

- **Countries may exhibit characteristics of multiple categories, and so financing options may be adapted with varying levels of targeting and fee-free prioritisation.** Additionally, the categories posed are dynamic, and many countries could shift between categories within the next 15 years. Financing strategies in any of these categories must also go hand-in-hand with reforms to increase the cost effectiveness of schools and reduce per pupil costs, particularly as costs are disproportionately high at the upper secondary level, compared to the lower levels.

- **A phased, incremental approach to fee-free upper secondary, coupled with measures to reduce or mitigate indirect or ancillary school-related costs, will likely be most appropriate.** Equity concerns could be mitigated by appropriate targeting, and a planned process would ensure that domestic financial resources are not unduly diverted from basic education. The timespan or scope of phasing may be determined by country context, priorities, and financial resources available.
I. INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this technical paper is to investigate the broad ambition of the draft Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to provide free secondary education for all children by 2030. While the SDGs call for all children to complete primary and secondary education by 2030, the research presented specifically considers universal access to 12 years of fee-free education. With 58 million children still out of school at the primary level, the SDG ambition of completion of a full 12 year cycle of primary and secondary education for all children by 2030 may not be feasible.\(^{18}\) Indeed, universal completion of upper secondary is not yet even fully seen in high income countries, with only 81% of youth between 20–24 years in 28 EU countries successfully completing upper secondary or tertiary education in 2013.\(^{19}\) Projections based on existing data show that universal upper secondary education completion in low and middle income countries is unlikely to be achieved until after 2100.\(^{20}\) The analysis thus identifies the approximate range of the global cost for achieving universal upper secondary school (USS) access and delves into lessons learned from country experiences in providing universal fee-free secondary education. The study explores financing mechanisms and tactics, and also investigates strategies to mitigate negative impacts of fee-free upper secondary education on equity and quality at the lower levels. Three countries are studied in depth, namely Kenya, Republic of Korea\(^{21}\), and Sri Lanka. Lastly, recommendations and options for achieving fee-free upper secondary education are proposed, with an assessment of different financing and institutional arrangement options.

The study utilises a combination of both primary and secondary research. A thorough literature review was conducted to better understand the key debates in this area. Recent analysis and financing estimates from the Education for All Global Monitoring Report (GMR) prepared in advance of the Third International Conference on Financing for Development (July 2015), the Oslo Summit on Education for Development (July 2015), and the adoption of the post-2015 development agenda (September 2015) were also studied. The countries selected for in-depth case studies were chosen for their ability to provide contrasting experiences and lessons on implementing fee-free universal secondary education. Key informant interviews were also conducted with 11 stakeholders, including former policymakers, senior level decision makers at organisations focused on education (specifically girls’ education), and experts in education financing (Annex 7). In order to ensure consistency in the interviews, an interview protocol was developed to serve as a broad guide. The areas covered in the interviews included pre-requisites for fee-free secondary education, financing mechanisms for upper secondary education, and methods to mitigate unintended consequences around equity and quality.

---

20. The Republic of Korea is referred to thereafter as South Korea.
2. UNIVERSAL SECONDARY EDUCATION: THE CONTEXT

INTRODUCTION

On the heels of considerable gains in universalising primary education, the international community is now shaping the set of globally shared education goals for the next 15 years, with considerable interest shown in expanding priority investments beyond primary education to other levels of the education system, including secondary education. Notably, Goal 4.1 proposed in the Zero Draft of the Outcome Document for the UN Summit to Adopt the Post-2015 Development Agenda incorporates secondary education, stating: “By 2030, ensure that all girls and boys complete free, equitable and quality primary and secondary education leading to relevant and effective learning outcomes.” Secondary education provision is also implicitly linked to a number of other SDG goals, making it a timely area of focus at the forefront of attention in the global education community. The Incheon Declaration adopted at the 2015 World Education Forum also supports this message, calling for “the provision of 12 years of free, publicly funded, equitable quality primary and secondary education, of which at least nine years are compulsory.” The inclusion of the term “free” is particularly significant, as it reaffirms a commitment to mitigating the financial burden on households and ensuring that the full cycle of education — including an additional one-year of pre-primary education — is available to all. This is in line with Article 13 of the UN International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966) which states, “Secondary education in its different forms, including technical and vocational secondary education, shall be made generally available and accessible to all by every appropriate means, and in particular by the progressive introduction of free education,” which also reaffirms the human rights obligation to fee-free provision of secondary education.

“No country can develop if its citizens only attend primary school.”

EXPERT STAKEHOLDER

22. Specifically, goals 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.b, 5, 8, 8.1, 8.2.
The growing focus on universalising secondary education at both the upper and lower level has raised a number of questions related to its feasibility and financing. Central questions in this debate include the following: Should secondary education be universal and fee-free education, as has been pursued at the basic levels of education? Given the wide spectrum of secondary education types, are governments able — and should they have the responsibility to — provide all types of secondary education? To what extent should private providers be leveraged for provision of secondary education? How should scarce resources be allocated between efforts to universalise secondary education versus efforts to universalise — and improve levels of learning in — primary education? Do additional resources to finance upper secondary education exist? All of these considerations are further discussed in Section IV and a range of external and public financing options for upper secondary education are explored further in Section V.

Given this increased focus, it may be instructive to revisit the benefits of quality secondary education and of adopting a perspective that considers post-primary schooling. Secondary education has been hailed as one of the highest-return investments a low income country can make and cited as a key factor in the growth of the fastest-growing economies of the past 25 years. While primary schooling is essential to human development, studies show that the major benefits of education — including skill and character development, economic growth at the individual and country levels, poverty reduction, and political stability — become visible only after a critical threshold at the secondary level is reached. Thus, a holistic focus across the education hierarchy is essential to realising the full promises education holds for countries and individuals. These benefits are specifically a result of the prominent role secondary education plays in shaping adolescent values and judgment, equipping children with the ability to compete in an increasingly knowledge-based economy, while serving as the critical node between primary and tertiary. To achieve these benefits at the country level, widespread and equitable access to both boys and girls is essential, as is ensuring high quality provision resulting in relevant learning outcomes. Strategies to achieve these factors at the upper secondary level will be examined closely in this study.

THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

Globally, the vast majority of children transition from primary to secondary general education, with a roughly even breakdown between boys (94%) and girls (95%). However, this global figure masks regional differences, with transition rates varying by income, geography, and gender. Progression to general secondary education in 2011 was 99% in high income countries compared to just 75% in low income ones, while the region with the lowest transition rate was Sub-Saharan Africa at 70%.

Sub-Saharan Africa has the lowest gross enrollment ratio (GER) at just 41%, albeit a sharp improvement from 25% in 1999. Enrollment rates are higher at the lower secondary level (50%) than at the upper secondary level (32%), where the GER for girls is just 28%.

SOURCE: UNESCO. 2015A.

Worldwide, total enrollment in secondary school stands at 552 million in 2012, up from 435 million in 1999. Although the Gross Enrollment Ratio (GER) in secondary was 73% in 2012, an improvement from 59% in 1999, 63 million adolescents of lower secondary age were still out of school. Differences in global GERs between lower and upper secondary is illustrative of the challenge in accessing upper secondary school, with a GER of 85% at the lower secondary level (split roughly equally between male and female) compared against 62% at the upper level. The net enrollment rate stood at 65% worldwide at the secondary level, and was at just 33% in Sub-Saharan Africa, indicating patterns of repetition and overage students. However, as with the transition rate indicators, the global median marks regional and income differences between countries, as well as gender differences (Annex I). Importantly, GER improvements also mask completion rates: the 2013/4 EFA GMR shows that while disadvantaged girls in low and lower middle income countries have increased their access to lower secondary school over the course of the first decade of the 21st century, completion has stagnated at under 20%.

...
THE STRUCTURE OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

Nearly all countries distinguish between lower (junior) and upper (senior) levels of secondary education although the structure and years of secondary education vary. For example, in Sub-Saharan Africa, junior and senior secondary education ranges from 2 to 4 years at each level. Junior secondary is increasingly seen as the “second stage” of basic education, although this also varies by country: “[In some cases] it is provided in the same institutions and is often taught by the same teachers as primary education. In others, provision is clearly distinct from primary education, with pupils sharing the same schools with senior secondary students who attend specialised classes taught by teachers with higher qualifications.” Increasingly, countries are going beyond universal primary education to designate lower secondary education as part of basic compulsory education. This designation may lead to increased transition rates, particularly for girls and other marginalised youth. The vast majority of low and middle-income countries have not only incorporated free lower secondary education into their national systems (although households may still face related costs, as discussed later in this section), but have made it compulsory. The Report of the High-Level Panel of Eminent Persons on the Post-2015 Development Agenda called for every child to have access to lower secondary education, citing research that shows that the learning that pupils acquire in lower secondary education, particularly in the broad skills required by adolescents in the 21st century. Meanwhile, the draft SDG goes further still, and calls for ensuring that all children complete free secondary education by 2030. Indeed, analysis by the World Policy Forum indicates that a number of countries have already started moving towards providing 12 years of fee-free education (see Annex 2).

The structure of secondary education at the lower and upper levels accounts for their respective objectives and pathways. In many instances, these are often outdated modes of conceptualising education and are a relic of colonial patterns, and do not account for school-leavers entering the labor market at entry-level positions following the completion of lower and/or upper secondary education. Instead, students at upper secondary prepare “for further study in tertiary level institutions or for entering the labor market at mid-level positions.” In many countries, upper secondary school further branches out into general (or academic) and technical paths. Worldwide, the enrollment in vocational programmes as a percentage of upper secondary education was roughly 23% in 2012, which ranges from 34% in upper middle income countries to 12% in low income countries and 11% in lower middle income countries, with East Asia having the highest share at 41%.

Meanwhile, enrollment in Technical Vocational Education and Training (TVET) as a percentage of total secondary was roughly 10% in 2012, confirming that TVET is particularly prevalent at the upper level.

Significant issues are seen in traditional TVET systems, including misalignment with employer needs, inflexibility and lack of opportunity to return to general secondary education or tertiary education, and a deep-rooted stigma sometimes associated with pursuing a vocational option. Indeed, secondary technical schools are seen as “poor cousins” to the academic track. TVET education is also significantly more expensive than the general academic option, and in Sub-Saharan Africa is about three times more expensive than basic secondary education. In recent years, TVET has been gradually evolving towards “vocationisation education”, with an integrated model of general and vocational education to provide more relevant options to students.

Lastly, open and distance learning models are an alternative method to expand secondary education’s reach, particularly to rural or marginalised populations. Distance learning programmes take advantage of radio and television modalities of learning, and are now also leveraging emerging mobile and internet technologies. For example, online platforms like kuepa.com provide a digital alternative for completing secondary education. Tutor.NG collates computer and mobile accessible content for both subject-related and vocational skills for secondary school students, and a number of massive open online courses (MOOC) have also emerged. In Namibia, the use of interactive CD-ROMs to teach sciences at the 10th and 12th grade levels is being tested as a method of free Internet-free distance teaching of more technical subjects.

Ecuador and Kazakhstan have embarked on similar initiatives, and a number of southern African countries are pooling resources in an open schools consortium to provide academic and vocational programmes through distance secondary schooling. These methods usually have higher upfront costs, but have the added advantage of greater reach and enrollment, which could offset or even reduce per student costs, and the potential to enroll those that may be excluded by traditional brick-and-mortar schools. However, one expert stakeholder noted that while technology-enabled distance learning has the potential to reduce costs, a blended approach incorporating face-to-face support by teachers may be necessary to avoid high drop-out rates that are often associated with distance learning.
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FINANCING TRENDS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION

Public sector financing, household spending, and external aid are the three conventional sources of education expenditure. Domestic public sector financing is the primary source, and the 2015 Incheon Declaration called for governments to spend at least 4–6% of their GDP on education, with at least 15–20% of government budgets dedicated to the sector.\textsuperscript{52,53} In fact, public spending on education varies widely by income level and region. Even as the general trend among countries has been to increase spending over the past decade (Figure 1), the portion of domestic budgets allocated to education has stagnated. Although individual countries have committed to spending roughly 20% of their budget on education, no region as a whole has reached this and the global average stands at 13.7%.

### Table: Public Education Spending

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>% of GNP 1999</th>
<th>% of GNP 2012</th>
<th>% of government expenditure on education 1999</th>
<th>% of government expenditure on education 2012</th>
<th>Per capita primary expenditure, PPP constant 2011, US$ 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>1,337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low income</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower middle income</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper middle income</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High income</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>6,805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab States</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and Eastern Europe</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>4,478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Asia</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1,187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America and Western Europe</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>7,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South and West Asia</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Public education spending

Source: UNESCO. 2015a.

Note: All regional values shown are medians. The median values of 1999 and 2012 are not comparable since they are not necessarily based on the same number of countries. Per pupil expenditure figures relating to domestic expenditure are expressed in purchasing power parity (PPP) prices in text unless otherwise stated.

Source: Annex, Statistical Tables 9 (print) and 11 (GMR website); UIS database; GMR team calculations.

\textsuperscript{52} World Education Forum 2015. Incheon Declaration.  
\textsuperscript{53} References to national income refer specifically to Gross National Product (GNP), or the increasingly used Gross National Income (GNI), unless specifically referred to as Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Both GNP and GNI take into account net income from abroad, whereas GDP only includes domestic output.
Globally, 33% of public expenditure on education is focused at the primary level, with 35% going toward the secondary level, although it is hard to distinguish between spending at the upper and lower levels of secondary education (2012 data). The level of public spending on secondary education varies from 28% in Sub-Saharan Africa to a high of 43% in South and West Asia (for regions where data is available). The burden tends to fall on poorer households more, which has the effect of furthering inequality. In low and middle income countries, household contributions tend to be relatively low at the tertiary education level compared to the primary level, thus benefiting wealthier students who are more likely to advance to this stage. In contrast, in high income countries, the household contribution is relatively higher at the tertiary level than at the primary level, which leads to greater equity, particularly when coupled with subsidies for low income youth at the tertiary level. Additionally, even where fee-free education policies are in place to reduce the monetary burden, households can face significant indirect costs such as school supplies and uniforms.

Lastly, total aid to education has fallen by over US$1.3 billion since 2010 (roughly 10%). While existing data does not allow for disaggregating external financing trends by upper and lower secondary education, total aid to secondary education has remained relatively steady since 2010 (Figure 2).

EVOLVING EXTERNAL FINANCING STRATEGIES

Although aid comprises a small percentage of global education funding, the discussion on how to leverage the resources of the international community is an important one to catalyse results for upper secondary access. This section explores the largest bilateral and multilateral providers of aid, as well as evolving external financing strategies.

Trends in bilateral financing

In 2013, DAC country bilateral contributions to ODA totaled US$112.6 billion, of which US$8.2 billion was allocated towards the education sector. The countries with the highest contributions to total bilateral ODA, as well as the highest contributions to education ODA, were France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States (a complete ranked list is in Annex 3). In absolute numbers, these countries have consistently remained among the top international education aid donors. Figure 3 indicates bilateral aid to education from DAC countries peaked in 2010 at US$9.8 billion, declining by over US$1 billion in subsequent years. This decrease is mainly attributable to major donors — including Australia, France, Japan, the Netherlands, Spain, and the United States — reducing their overall aid to education.

The share of ODA contributed by DAC members towards education has also yielded a general downward trend since it peaked in 2009, with only 7.3% of bilateral ODA from DAC countries allocated to education in 2013 (figure 4). Worryingly, as of 2014, only five DAC countries had reached the UN target of increasing aid to 0.7% of GNI — namely, Sweden, Luxembourg, Norway, Denmark, and the United Kingdom — suggesting more international aid could be available for education as well as other sectors if DAC donors achieved the UN target.

Within this picture of decreasing overall education aid however, the share of DAC bilateral education aid allocated towards secondary education has been steadily increasing. A few bilateral donors have notably turned their focus towards financing post-primary education. Austria, Belgium, Canada, Luxembourg, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom have prioritised aid to secondary education as a portion of their total education aid budget, ranging from 20–60%.

---
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In 2013, aid to post-secondary education comprised more than twice the amount of aid spent on secondary education; according to the OECD, 18 out of 28 DAC donor countries spent more on post-secondary than secondary education. In 2012, support to students from developing countries studying in donor countries comprised 72% of this post-secondary education aid. Indeed, it could be argued that such spending of education ODA within donor country borders could be allocated from non-ODA sources. In some cases, post-secondary aid eclipses aid to primary education. This overrepresentation of post-secondary funding in education aid budgets suggests space for reallocation of funding towards upper secondary and other sub-tertiary levels of education.

In 2013, aid to post-secondary education comprised more than twice the amount of aid spent on secondary education; according to the OECD, 18 out of 28 DAC donor countries spent more on post-secondary than secondary education. In 2012, support to students from developing countries studying in donor countries comprised 72% of this post-secondary education aid. Indeed, it could be argued that such spending of education ODA within donor country borders could be allocated from non-ODA sources. In some cases, post-secondary aid eclipses aid to primary education. This overrepresentation of post-secondary funding in education aid budgets suggests space for reallocation of funding towards upper secondary and other sub-tertiary levels of education.

Trends in multilateral financing

Multilaterals are increasingly playing more significant roles in aggregating aid for education. The most prominent partnership is the Global Partnership for Education (GPE). Since its founding, the GPE has secured US$3.9 billion in funding for basic education from bilaterals, with the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Australia, Spain, and Norway contributing the greatest share (Annex 3). The GPE has brought together a diverse set of government donors, CSOs, and in-country governments to address complex challenges in primary education. In developing countries receiving GPE support, 22.5 million more children have gained access to primary school, literacy rates have improved, and greater gender equity has been achieved. Furthermore, developing country partners have also increased their spending on education as a share of GDP by 10% since joining GPE. Notably, 40% of GPE’s funds aid fragile and conflict-affected states.

In 2013, other multilateral institutions disbursed a total of US$65.8 billion in ODA, but only US$3.7 billion was spent on education (Figure 3). Of this amount, US$730 million was allocated directly to secondary education through the Asian Development Bank (ADB) Special Funds, Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (BADEA), EU Institutions, World Bank’s International Development Association (IDA), International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), Islamic Development Bank, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), and United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF). Much like the trend in DAC countries, the share of education ODA from these multilaterals has seen a declining trend (Figure 4). Generally, multilaterals are shifting towards a holistic sector approach when it comes to education: the ADB and ADB in particular are broadening their priorities to include investments in secondary education, technical and vocational education, and higher education in order to fill labor market gaps. These two multilaterals, along with IDA and the EU Institutions, have contributed to the recent spike in upper secondary ODA as a portion of multilateral education ODA. It is worth noting that in some cases this shifting priority to post-primary aid has caused a simultaneous decline in support to basic education from multilaterals. Overall, while multilateral support to education is diversifying across the sector, it remains, much like bilateral aid, largely fragmented.

---
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Emerging approaches

Many in the international aid community have lauded the instrumental role GPE has played in coordinating donor efforts and expanding primary education access and equity. With the shifting focus beyond the primary level, there are now calls for the GPE’s mandate to expand beyond primary education into lower and in some cases upper secondary levels. Jeffrey Sachs has gone even further to call on GPE to expand into “a true Global Fund for Education” that would support every low income country with political will, a national plan, and dedicated domestic financing in achieving its education goals.83 Gordon Brown recently proposed a global emergency fund for education to better support countries in crisis and conflict, which would take GPE’s commitment to fragile and conflict states further and move beyond primary.84 Traditionally, countries in crisis and conflict tend to suffer on all dimensions of education and face different needs than their more stable counterparts. They also often require more creative and shorter-term solutions to their education challenges than do more stable countries building education systems intended to last for the longer term. While not limited to any level of education, the proposed fund would place particular emphasis on aiding children out of school for reasons related to natural disaster, disease, and conflict and would coordinate international donor efforts to build regularity in education funding and education access in these situations.85

Meanwhile, a greater emphasis is simultaneously being placed on increasing the effectiveness of spending through results-based financing initiatives. For example, Norad has created a US$60 million fund, Results in Education for All Children (REACH), that will be implemented and monitored in partnership with the World Bank. REACH, in its pilot phase, disburses funds through results-based financing to ensure that aid dollars are achieving the impact intended.86 Additionally, at the 2015 World Education Forum, the World Bank committed to doubling results-based financing for education to US$5 billion over the next 5 years.87

Beyond government-provided aid, coordination of large-scale private sector support has also received greater recognition as a potential source of education financing in recent years. Both GPE and the proposed Global Fund for Education call on private corporations to join government efforts and contribute resources towards education.88 Other private sector coordination efforts like the Global Business Coalition for Education have also been recognised for their potential to catalyse private sector resources for education.89

Lastly, there has been an increased focus on non-traditional innovative financing mechanisms, similar to techniques used in the health sector. These include public-private partnerships, diaspora bonds, and various forms of levies and taxes.90 Although the health and education contexts are distinct, some mechanisms may have the potential to be adapted to play a significant role in mobilising additional resources. For example, it is estimated that an International Finance Facility for Education — similar to the International Finance Facility for Immunisation — has the potential to raise US$3-4 billion a year.91 Some of these mechanisms will be explored in more depth in Section V.
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INTRODUCTION

The expansion of upper secondary education will necessitate increased resources for education and shifts in expenditures, as well as careful consideration of the needs in other levels of education, and issues of equity. This section discusses those resource needs and the cost of universal fee-free upper secondary access. It is based on analysis provided by the GMR of a global costing model stretching from pre-primary to the upper secondary level. The section also discusses alternative future scenarios to obtain a range of costs for upper secondary education.

In the 2000s, Lewin (2007) and Binder (2006) projected the costs of the expansion of secondary school. Both based their projections on similar models, the basic form of which is a product of unit costs and total students. For the unit costs, both authors relied on present unit costs by country as compiled by UIS and the World Bank, with assumptions on upper and lower bounds. For the pupil assumptions, the authors took the projected population of secondary/upper secondary school age and multiplied it by assumed gross enrollment ratios.

Using this approach both authors came to similar conclusions. Lewin calculated that for Sub-Saharan Africa, an upper secondary enrollment rate of 50% would cost 1.3–2.0% of GDP. A 100% enrollment would require double that investment. Binder, looking at secondary education overall, estimated that a gradual 15–year rise from present enrollment rates to 90% would cost 2.5–4.9% of GDP in low income countries.

The GMR cost projections for upper secondary are also based on the product of unit costs and student numbers, but for unit costs it uses a dynamic model rooted in the notions of development and convergence. Unit costs are a function of teacher salary, class size, material costs as a percent of recurrent costs, classroom investments, and other expenditures; salaries represent the lion's share of unit costs. The GMR model
builds on this observation, where two key factors govern projected class size and teacher salaries: namely, convergence causes countries to gradually move towards the average class size and teacher salaries for their income level; and development, measured as GDP per capita growth, shifts those convergence values. Moreover, instead of using instantaneous enrollment changes, the model projects pupil growth over time by grade, causing change to occur somewhat more gradually, and also allowing for the influence of population shifts. Repetition rates converge towards low values of 5% and all transition rates converge towards 100%. Crucially, these dynamics have important implications for future costs, because together, they make the enterprise of full primary and secondary education more affordable as countries develop.

**BASE SCENARIO: GMR MODEL**

The GMR model presents a base scenario, in which the anticipated target of universal upper secondary by 2030 is met in all countries, regardless of income. The basic assumptions for upper secondary are provided in Figure 5. Specifically, it is assumed that the system can fully accommodate all adolescents of upper secondary age by 2030, and that the target of full access is met simultaneously with universal completion.

The pupil teacher ratios, on average, are expected to rise, with the salary multiple expected to decline. These two trends are the result of the development and convergence dynamics discussed above — they are not explicit targets in themselves. Average pupil teacher ratios rise because the model adjusts very low pupil teacher ratios upwards towards average convergence levels when there is a finance gap; similarly, high salary levels are adjusted down towards average levels when there is a finance gap. If pupil teacher ratios rise and the salaries fall for upper secondary, this is an indication that — relative to the available finances and other education needs (as measured by the finance gap) — countries are providing smaller class sizes and higher salaries for upper secondary than they can afford. The model assumes a 25% share of non-salary recurrent costs, although it could be argued that 20% may be sufficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurable targets</th>
<th>Initial value</th>
<th>Target value</th>
<th>Target year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper secondary access</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary completion rate and transition to upper secondary</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary enrollment and completion rate</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2030–d3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent private enrollment*</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper secondary quality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupil teacher ratio</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher salaries (as multiple of GDP per capita)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of non-salary recurrent costs</td>
<td></td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markup of per student costs to attract marginalized children (living on &lt;$1/day)</td>
<td></td>
<td>40%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Selected high-level assumptions for the base scenario for upper secondary education

The cost structure associated with TVET is not accounted for in the base model, although it is included in the alternative scenarios.

Importantly, it is assumed that the costs of enabling marginalised children to attend school are higher than for children who are not marginalised. Specifically, the base scenario assumes the margin is 40% higher, mostly due to additional demand side subsidies. The proportion of marginalised children who are in school and receiving such additional subsidies are projected to rise over time, as more adolescents are included in upper secondary access. At the same time, the overall proportion of marginalised children in the population is expected to fall as countries develop and GDP per capita increases. The net effect of these two dynamics determines how many marginalised adolescents are attending upper secondary and receiving the additional subsidies. In the base scenario, the proportion of marginalised adolescents in upper secondary rises from practically nil in the initial year to approximately 30% of all pupils by 2030.

With these assumptions, the number of upper secondary students rises from 105 million in 2012 to 266 million by 2030 (Figure 6, with the full table with results for preschool, primary, upper and lower secondary available in Annex 8). The increase would be particularly rapid in low income countries, from 18 million up to 82 million; and from 87 million to 184 million in lower middle income countries. This is a rapid rise in numbers, but it is not without historical precedent. Indeed, in the period 2000–2012, upper secondary enrollment expanded rapidly, by a factor of 4 in some countries (UIS data). For 50 of the 82 countries in the GMR model, the projected pupil increases fall well within this range of historical experience. In 14 low income, high population growth countries the projected upper secondary enrollment expansion is more than twice (8x) the historical range.

---
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100 In order to attain full access, or 100% enrollment (plus a small margin for repetition), all grades of upper secondary must be fully accessed including the last one. We assume that all who reach the last grade of upper secondary also graduate or complete that level.
The unit costs, in contrast, are projected to decline, as the result of convergence (pushing countries with high expenditure down) and GDP per capita growth. This shift will also bring upper secondary costs closer to those for primary and lower secondary. In 2012, the average unit cost for an upper secondary student was US$751 compared to US$224 for primary and lower secondary. By 2030, the unit costs would be US$675 and US$448 respectively, a ratio that is much more in line with the relative spending seen in countries with higher incomes and higher secondary enrollment rates.

The total projected costs for upper secondary from 2015–30 are on average US$97 billion, up from approximately US$38 billion that was spent in 2012. The bulk of those costs are in lower middle income countries, namely because of a larger population, coupled with higher unit costs. Upper secondary costs in lower middle income countries are projected to be US$83 billion; compared to US$14 billion in low income countries. The relatively low costs in low income countries mask large projected budget shortfalls: it has been estimated that 42% of the cost in low income countries would need to be financed externally, compared to just 6% for lower middle income countries. Hence, focusing external funding on low income countries would make a relatively larger difference, as compared to countries with higher incomes.

The costs for upper secondary from 2015–30 are projected to be 1.30% of total GDP in the 82 low and lower middle income countries included in GMR’s projections — specifically 1.66% in low income countries and 1.06% in lower middle income countries. In order to evaluate the feasibility of such spending, it is important to see the entire cost chain, including all school levels from preschool through secondary, as well as significant quality and equity investments. Figure 6 reveals that in lower middle income countries, the total projected costs of preschool through secondary amount to 4.31% of GDP (Annex 8). Even with the addition of tertiary education, it is likely that education costs in lower middle income countries could stay within the 6% of GDP financial envelope proposed as an international benchmark for education spending. Importantly, these costs include implementing the assumed quality and equity improvements in all levels, so ensuring that all youth have access to a full cycle of quality education.

However, the same is not true for low income countries. There, the costs of preschool, primary and secondary together — that is, even without tertiary education — would require, on average 6.56% of GDP. In a few very low income countries, starting from very low levels, and with rapid population growth, the needs are much higher, up to 15–20% of GDP. The total annual financing gap is estimated to average US$39 billion from 2015–2030; specifically US$21 billion in low income countries and US$18 billion in lower middle income countries. Clearly, low income countries will not be able to come close to high levels of universal fee-free upper secondary enrollment without outside support. It is possible though, that high levels of upper secondary enrollment could be achieved with a combination of fee-free provision for marginalised students and payment of tuition from more affluent families. This approach may also be the more equitable one, in particular during the transition phase to full upper secondary, when children from affluent families are likely to be over-represented at this education level. Such an option is explored further in Section V.

Lastly, in the base scenario, the total additional costs for subsidies and other measures for marginalised youth are 6% of the total upper secondary costs for all projected countries together. In lower middle income countries, these subsidies are only 3% of total upper secondary costs, but in low income countries, the subsidies amount to 10% on average, with numbers as high as 14–18% in a number of very poor countries. The inclusion of marginalised adolescents in upper secondary in low income countries will require a considerable commitment on the part of policymakers to free the funding required for this endeavor.

---

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Low income</th>
<th>Lower middle income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of upper secondary pupils (millions)</strong></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total public costs average annual, bn US$, upper secondary+</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As above, as % of GDP*</td>
<td>0.71%</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
<td>0.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total public costs bn US$, preschool, primary, upper and lower secondary levels together</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As above, as % of GDP+</td>
<td>3.49%</td>
<td>5.23%</td>
<td>3.10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Total costs are not equal to the product of students and the weighted average expenditure per pupil because a) total public costs exclude private pupils and b) the total costs are computed by multiplying pupils and expenditure per pupil by country and summing.  
*Per country average, unweighted.

**Figure 6:** Selected results for upper secondary projections, GMR base scenario  
**Source:** UNESCO. 2015b.
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS

To provide a contrast to the base scenario and costs outlined above, the model has been extended to three alternative scenarios which allows for a manipulation of key assumptions to test how estimated costs may fluctuate. The three scenarios selected are:

1. **Conservative access target, with 80% target for upper secondary enrollment.** This represents an alternative where upper secondary is still available for most adolescents, but allows for a slower expansion to all groups, or where a portion of adults will be able to find meaningful and gainful work without this level.

2. **Shift in upper secondary structures towards technical and vocational education, with TVET reaching 30% of upper secondary enrollment.** This scenario allows technical and vocational education to expand to levels that are common in higher income countries. TVET comprises 28% of upper secondary enrollment in high income countries and 34% in upper middle income countries\(^{102}\), with costs approximately 1.5 times those of general upper secondary.\(^{103}\) In contrast, in low and lower middle income countries, only 12% of upper secondary pupils are enrolled in TVET, and the costs, at least in Sub-Saharan Africa, are approximately 3 times those of upper secondary.\(^{104}\) For the purposes of this scenario, we assume a gradual increase to 30% TVET, while the cost ratio of TVET to general secondary declines from 3 to 1.5.

3. **Evolution to “small, smart families”, which assumes a faster transition to small families in high-fertility countries.** This scenario is one where the total fertility rates decline at rates observed during the 1970s and 1980s in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Tunisia, where family size changed from 5.5–7 children per woman to 2.0–2.4 in 25–30 year. This is a considerably faster change in family size than what is assumed in the base scenario. The scenario gets its name from the observation that smaller family size allows parents and the country to invest more in each child’s education.\(^{105}\)

Although these options by no means exhaust the possibilities — for example, the GMR discusses pathways that focus more on financing and timing\(^{106}\) — the three selected scenarios vary some of the most salient parameters. Figure 7 shows the costs of education in these of these scenarios, measured in percent of GDP over the period 2015–2030, with a comparison table presented in Annex 9. The differences between the scenarios become more pronounced over time, in particular for the small families scenario.

Over the entire projection period, 2015–2030, the differences between the four scenarios are moderate. In lower middle income countries, the projected percentage of GDP required for education through the secondary level ranges from 4.2–4.3%. In low income countries, the range is from 6.2% of GDP with the small families scenario to 6.9% in the TVET scenario.

---
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Another alternative would be if families were smaller in those countries with high fertility rates. Within the 15-year projection period, this scenario results in significantly diminished pupil numbers in preschool, primary, and lower secondary. As a result, the projected expenditure would be 7.5% of GDP. These savings (compared to the base scenario) are enough to cover 40% of the costs for upper secondary by 2030. By far, this change has the greatest potential for making full upper secondary feasible for the next generation in low income countries.

The reason that smaller families have such an impact on such costs is because lower population growth slows the expansion of the school system, and as a result the high costs of building new schools and training new teachers are reduced. Another equally important reason is that the youth dependency burden is lowered — meaning that for every income-earning adult, there are fewer school-age children and adolescents. The lower dependency ratio has effects at the macro level — a smaller portion of GDP is needed for schooling. But the effects are equally profound at the family level — parents of small families can invest more in the education of each child, potentially the difference between providing them with upper secondary and needing to stop at primary or lower secondary school.

107 Total costs in 2030 in low income countries in the base scenario are US$ 87 billion; compared to US$76 billion in the small family — a difference of US$11 billion.

The total projected costs of upper secondary by 2030 are US$28 billion.
4. LESSONS LEARNED FROM EXPERIENCES IN PROVIDING FEE-FREE UPPER SECONDARY EDUCATION

EXPERIENCES IN UNIVERSALISING UPPER SECONDARY EDUCATION

Numerous country attempts to expand secondary education access hold lessons for others embarking down the path of expansion, particularly at the upper secondary level. Perhaps the most fundamental lessons are to be learned from the preconditions or the minimum foundation factors present in countries that have successfully expanded or universalised their education systems. Based on a study of country experiences, a broad literature review, and interviews with key informants, the following four points illustrate these “ideal conditions”; however, countries that display some but not all of these have still been shown to be able to expand their secondary education access.

First, political stability is perhaps the most paramount; political instability hinders a government’s ability to coordinate let alone expand public goods such as education, inflicting adverse effects on both quantity and quality expansion. OECD countries such as South Korea and East Asian countries such as Vietnam that have successfully expanded their secondary education systems have stable political systems. On the other hand, countries that are in the midst of civil war or political transition face significant challenges in channeling resources into and managing the expansion of primary schooling let alone secondary schooling. Rwanda, at the time of internal genocide and civil violence, is an example of the effects of political instability on education: its secondary gross enrollment ratio (GER2) in the 1990s was just 16%, decreasing further in the years following the conflict. Today, as the country has regained some semblance of stability, it has expanded its secondary GER access rate to double what it was in those days. However, constraints are still present due to factors such as societal pressures, distant boarding or urban secondary schools that remain geographically or financially inaccessible to rural and low income youth, and relatively limited investment in secondary schooling compared to both other levels of education as well as the secondary level investments of its African counterparts.

108 Drawn from Key Informants interviews (Annex 7).
For the majority of years between 1983 and 2009, Sri Lanka’s two major ethnic groups were at war with each other. Despite this, Sri Lanka’s political commitment to education along with attention to boosting economic growth has enabled it to achieve a 99% GER at the secondary level.  

**SOURCE: SRI LANKA: A CASE STUDY, ANNEX 6**

Second, countries that have achieved successful secondary expansion tend to have low or declining levels of population growth. Limited population growth, especially for ages associated with school attendance, not only makes planning of resources more predictable but also plays a key role in enabling access and achievement of learning outcomes. Countries recognised for achieving tremendous gains in secondary access such as South Korea, Vietnam, and Thailand have generally seen a declining trend in population growth over the last few decades while reforms were underway. Today, these countries have low population growth rates of 0.4%, 1%, and 0.3% respectively and are renowned for retaining quality within their education systems.  

Third, sustainable financing of secondary education, and education more generally, is essential to avoid regression and to ensure that gains in expanding access are steadily built upon. While external financing via international donors can help fill the education financing gap in the short-term, over the long-term countries must be able to find the domestic resources to sustain a stable stream of funding for secondary education. Countries such as those in the East Asia Miracle have maintained strong and steady economic growth and have also been able to expand and maintain gains in access to secondary education. Indeed, many such governments view investment in education as an engine for further growth. As an illustrative example, South Korea’s strong economy, in turn, has fueled further demand for secondary and particularly upper secondary education, creating a cycle of support for education at this level. South Africa embodies the possibilities of expanded secondary access in Africa, despite an entrenched history of discrimination. Its success has come in part due to its reliance on domestic resources to fund its education system. The government invests 6.2% of its GDP on education, above the recommended 4–6%, and as a result boasts one of the highest secondary access rates in Africa.  

Fourth, high rates of access and learning at pre-secondary levels are an essential prerequisite before countries begin to concentrate on universalising secondary school access. As discussed later in this section, for children to avail the benefits of secondary education, they must have a solid foundation of literacy, numeracy, and other foundational skills developed in primary school. Understanding the importance of strong primary learning outcomes for success at later levels, the international community has focused its collective efforts for the past 15 years on expanding universal primary education. The same bottom-up learning progression is necessary for expansion from lower secondary to upper secondary, as skills attained at the lower level are built upon at the upper level. Countries that have been successful in expanding primary access at universal or near-universal rates have adopted policies of universal primary education access, most often providing it fee-free. For instance, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and South Korea have fee-free primary education programmes in place and have achieved gross enrollment ratios over 90% in primary schooling. South Korea and Sri Lanka have since focused resources on successfully expanding universal access beyond primary schooling to the lower and the upper levels of secondary education.  

While these four conditions serve to facilitate an expansion of secondary education access, an absence of one or more of these conditions does not necessarily preclude a country from achieving universal upper secondary access. For example, Sri Lanka illustrates the great strides that can be made in upper secondary access despite a climate of political instability. A detailed case study on Sri Lanka and its path towards universalising upper secondary is available in Annex 6. Meanwhile, Cuba is an example of a country that achieved near-universal access to upper secondary despite having limited financial resources. Its success comes mainly from radical re-planning of resources and an integrated work-and-education structure customised to its specific national context.  

As described in Section III, high population growth remains a significant challenge to expanding education access. Although resource rich and wealthier countries such as Saudi Arabia have achieved high levels of secondary access a decade earlier despite high population growth, these are rarities. Even though some countries with a high population growth rate — such as Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda — are embarking on universalisation, not many countries have sustained high population growth simultaneously with high levels of access at the upper secondary level, particularly those with limited financial resources. It is in these countries, with high population growth and limited domestic resources to leverage, in which the international community could play the most significant role in boosting access.
For example, the multi-donor supported Secondary Education Development Program has provided significant assistance to reform Tanzania’s secondary education system along key areas such as curriculum reform, teacher training, financial and school management, and fee-reduction programmes in public secondary schools. Strategies for boosting financial resources are discussed further in Section V.

MITIGATING UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF UNIVERSALISING UPPER SECONDARY EDUCATION

Even when the foundational factors described above are present, it is perhaps inevitable that any effort to universalise upper secondary education is associated with the risk of potential ramifications on the quality and equity dimensions of education. It is also important to closely examine the structure of upper secondary education being considered for fee-free universalisation, and whether the focus is on expanding the reach of general or technical education, or some combination of the two. The factors raised in the discussion that follows are applicable across both structures of upper secondary education; rapid universalisation without consideration to the quality and relevance of both streams can embed inequities.

Nearly all consulted stakeholders agreed that while implementing fee-free secondary education can boost enrollment rates for both boys and girls, there are at least four possible detrimental impacts associated with implementing fee-free upper secondary policies. The most commonly cited unintended consequences and mitigation measures are explored below.

1. Fee-free provision of upper secondary education without adequate planning of physical infrastructure and stock of well-trained trained teachers can lead to overcrowded classrooms and a drop in the quality of education. A shortage of teachers is one of the key constraints to learning, and those in the poorest areas tend to be most affected: recent data shows that 3.3 million additional primary school teachers are needed by 2030 to achieve universal primary enrollment, with an even higher 5.1 million additional teachers needed at the lower secondary level to achieve universal lower secondary enrollment by 2030. Sub-Saharan Africa faces the greatest gap, and accounts for 63% of primary school teachers needed and 50% of the additional lower secondary school teachers needed. Worryingly, 29 countries will be unable to fill the gap to recruit the primary and lower secondary teachers needed by 2030, leading to severe implications for the quality of learning. In addition, challenges are faced in adequately training existing teachers; the gap in well-trained teachers is particularly likely to be seen in disadvantaged areas, worsening equity concerns. To even achieve universal primary education, the requirements are drastic: a study in Sub-Saharan Africa shows that in 8 out of 14 countries, at least 5% of all upper secondary graduates in 2020 would need to enter the teaching profession—a very high bar. The situation is likely to be exacerbated for teacher supply at the upper secondary level, where more specialised training and subject-specific knowledge may be needed, with qualified candidates in demand in other sectors.

The case of Uganda is illustrative of the risk of inadequate, trained teachers and other resources: following the country’s implementation of a fee-free universal secondary education scheme in 2007, enrollment at the secondary level rose from 547 million in 1999 to 1.4 billion in 2013, and transition rates from primary to secondary jumped from 44% in 2000 to more than 60% by 2010. However, a loss in quality has been seen, with the number of O-level exam candidates achieving the minimum pass rates dropping by 80% in 2010 from 95% in 2006.

Mitigating this risk requires careful planning by policymakers, sources for sustainable financing, and alignment at both the industry and household level on why fee-free secondary education is crucial and the pathways through which its benefits will be derived. In order to ensure an adequate stock of teachers at the secondary level, policymakers may need to be ready to implement flexible solutions, such as utilising primary teachers for lower secondary, recruiting existing upper secondary students to enter the teaching profession, and increasing the effectiveness of existing teachers.

Importantly, government commitment and political will to expand access and quality is crucial. Post-revolution Cuba is perhaps one of the most emphatic examples of what can be accomplished if political will and careful planning are aligned. Cuba’s political leadership hoisted education as a crucial priority for the country’s development and, despite limited resources, immediately undertook drastic reforms of the education system. It moved quickly to channel all education resources to lay the basic foundations needed for higher study with a nationwide literacy campaign and establishment of robust teacher training programmes. Part-time adult education programmes were developed and secondary schools established in rural areas; these revolutionary schools closely linked work and study and required students to participate in both agricultural work in the countryside and secondary study. Given limited resources, the government carefully planned inputs, incorporated compulsory part-time work into the education structure to help fund it, and undertook a continuous effort to foster a shared understanding of the need for these reforms. This monumental undertaking drastically changed the demography of higher education, making it available to all.
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regardless of gender, location, income, or previous education. Despite mixed opinions about its approach and its underlying political agenda, today, Cuba has one of the most equitable education systems in the world and boasts an impressive GER2 of 99%.138

2. The quality of education and long-term value of upper secondary education is influenced by the relevance of the curricula. Outdated curricula at the upper secondary level lead to youth not receiving the appropriate education needed to be healthy, productive citizens, resulting in a skills mismatch and high levels of youth unemployment. For example, one stakeholder raised concerns that the Sub-Saharan Africa education structure is extending its reach without consideration of the skillsets needed for today’s labor market. Instead, the curricula in many parts of Sub-Saharan Africa are a “copy-paste” effort from the colonial systems of education, long after those countries have abandoned it themselves. Indeed, the relevance challenge was also witnessed in Uganda, with concerns that secondary education—albeit now accessible to all youth—is not delivering key transferable life skills which are particularly crucial for employment.139

“In a poor quality of education [at an upper secondary level], it is not infeasible that it will lead to wars [instigated by] half-baked youth without jobs.”

EXPERT STAKEHOLDER

In order to ensure relevance, the content of curricula must have strong links to the labor market, so that youth are equipped with the right skills for industry needs. Stronger ties may be needed between industry and educators, so that upper secondary education can appropriately support individual livelihoods and the broader growth of the nation. Through a series of reforms over the past 50 years, South Korea experience exemplifies how successfully tying labor market actors into the development and implementation of secondary education can result in high levels of relevance of upper secondary outcomes and boost economic progress. Policies such as mandating regular employer-funded skills training, establishing numerous new vocational high schools, incorporating feedback from industries into the national upper secondary curriculum design, and fostering close partnerships between employers, upper secondary institutions, and government have spurred South Korea’s economic growth. These policies, and their resulting promises of employment or advancement to tertiary institutions, have also solidified a strong demand for upper secondary education amongst students and parents.140 As a result, over the past decade, South Korea has consistently churned out a GER2 of 96–98%.141

3. There is broad agreement that appropriate policies to promote equity are crucial in order to ensure all demographic groups have access to quality education. Reducing monetary barriers through targeted demand side interventions to marginalised populations has been shown to be successful in boosting enrollment at all levels. For example, Kenya launched Fee Free Secondary Education to reduce the financial burden of secondary education on children and their families. The scheme provisions Kenyan Shillings 10,265 (approximately US$105) for each child annually to decrease the cost of attending secondary school, and has contributed to a 50% increase in secondary enrollment since its start in 2008.142

Given cultural norms that may pose a barrier to girls’ education in many countries, there is a need to be particularly mindful of how to increase opportunities for girls to participate at the secondary level. It will be crucial to develop policies to allay safety concerns, and target the specific needs of adolescent girls, and to ensure a supportive environment with adequate safety nets in place to foster learning. Community-based partnerships play a key role in supporting the inclusion of girls, particularly by increasing the involvement of parents, who may have been excluded from the education system themselves. Indeed, one expert consulted noted that although demand-side interventions such as stipends and conditional cash transfers can play a role in increasing access to girls at the upper secondary level, such measures need to start at the lower level to tackle broader equity concerns. Indeed, further study may be needed to explore how best to mitigate drop-outs between primary and lower secondary education, and again between the lower and upper levels. Mexico, for instance, has expanded the use of conditional cash transfers from primary through upper secondary schools through its Oportunidades program. Preliminary results indicate that conditional cash transfers have even higher rates of impact at the upper levels of education for both genders, and have demonstrated increased primary to secondary transition rates, reduced dropout rates, and longer average years of schooling.143 Meanwhile, Bangladesh’s experience with girls’ stipends at the upper secondary level is described further in Section V.

Equity concerns between rural and urban secondary schools, as well as private and public secondary schools also exist. An expert familiar with Bangladesh’s experience with stipends at the secondary level noted that quality is often perceived to be higher in private urban schools, with rural schools often seen to have lower learning outcomes than those in the cities. This broad phenomena is also seen in Uganda, which faces the risk of a similar “two-tier” learning system of “under-performing, mostly rural universal secondary education schools and a minority in better, private schools.”144 These equity concerns can also extend to the general and vocational tracks, leading to entrenching a stratified, inflexible system at the upper secondary level. In order to mitigate against these set of concerns, a consulted expert emphasised that broad systems reforms may be needed. For instance, South Korea eliminated entrance exams at the secondary level, replacing this by a lottery system based on where children reside. This has had an equity-promoting effect, virtually eliminating elite secondary schools.
4. All stakeholders reiterated that learning achievements at the upper secondary level can only be as good as the quality of learning that takes place at the lower level. Experience from the universalisation of education at the primary level has shown that a boost in access does not necessarily lend itself to learning, with estimates showing that of the 650 million primary school age children, roughly 250 million children are not reaching the basic learning standard, even if they progress to Grade 4 (Figure 8).  

Low repetition rates and high transition rates from the primary level have been seen in all systems with successful secondary level access and learning outcomes. Given the dismal learning performance at the lower level, a shift to prioritising fee-free upper secondary education (which exhibits higher per pupil unit costs) could mean fewer financial resources to improve quality and access at the pre-primary, primary, and lower secondary levels. Such a shift would be regressive in nature, and could further exacerbate equity concerns.

Mitigating this concern will entail strategic country-specific decisions on how to allocate resources at the upper secondary level, and ensuring that the gains at the lower levels are not reversed. Any attempt towards fee-free universalisation of upper secondary education should thus ensure that resources are not taken away from marginalised youth, particularly poor rural girls that are still excluded from quality primary education.

Importantly, given these factors and learning from the experience in the universalisation of education at the primary level, achieving universal fee-free upper secondary access may not be appropriate or feasible for all countries by 2030. Instead, specific options or incremental phase-in strategies for fee-free upper secondary education may be needed, depending on country context and current learning achievements. The following section presents options for raising additional financing for upper secondary education without impacting the achievements made at the lower levels.

---

Figure 8: Learning outcomes by region
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS AND OPTIONS ON FINANCING FEE-FREE UPPER SECONDARY EDUCATION

The discussion thus far makes clear that a uniform strategy for implementing fee-free upper secondary education will not be viable or appropriate. Although countries are gradually moving towards incorporating lower secondary education as part of compulsory basic education, steep challenges related to learning outcomes and equity at the lower grades still persist in many developing countries, particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa.

“There [can be no] one size fits all approach. Fee-free upper secondary education is unlikely to be affordable or [feasible] across the board.”

EXPERT STAKEHOLDER

With this in mind, upper secondary school policies and financing options may vary depending upon the characteristics and context of the country. Lewin highlights that national policy needs to prioritise investment based on national development strategies and the targets set for enrollment at different levels. He specifically states that “Most countries [in Sub-Saharan Africa] will not be able to afford substantially expanded secondary enrollment without increasing the total budget envelope available to the education sector, increasing the share of that expenditure allocated to the secondary-school subsector, and implementing cost-saving reforms that reduce costs per pupil.” All stakeholders consulted also emphasised the importance of ensuring the suitability of any proposed approach to the needs of the country, with broad agreement that there are likely a number of different categories of country ‘stages’ or characteristics.

As discussed in Section IV, these categories may differ by population growth rates, GDP growth, quality and access to primary education, and the political context. The Human Development Index (HDI) — which considers a variety of quality of life factors such as birthrates, GNI per capita, and income inequality in its country ratings — is also
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closely tied to the country categorisation. For the purposes of this study and following from consultations with key experts, four broad categories of countries are identified (Figure 9). Indeed, these are broadly in line with Lewin’s categories of countries that are demarcated along enrollment rates and rate of progress towards target enrollment levels when considering sustainable financing strategies for education in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Considering low and lower middle income countries as defined by the World Bank, illustrative examples of countries that fall into each of the four categories are below:

— **Category 1**: Armenia, Guyana, Sri Lanka
— **Category 2**: Bolivia, Indonesia, Vietnam
— **Category 3**: Malawi, Mozambique, Tanzania
— **Category 4**: Central African Republic, Chad, South Sudan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Population growth</th>
<th>GPD growth</th>
<th>Primary level quality and access</th>
<th>Lower secondary quality and access</th>
<th>Upper secondary quality and access</th>
<th>Political context</th>
<th>Domestic financing options</th>
<th>External financing options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low/declining</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Widespread enrollment (NER &gt;100%) and high learning outcomes</td>
<td>Widespread enrollment (NER &gt;100%) and high learning outcomes</td>
<td>Widespread enrollment (NER &gt;95-100%)</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Increase total public budget allocation to education, in addition to increasing the share of the education budget to upper secondary education.</td>
<td>Design diaspora bonds targeted towards education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low/declining</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Widespread enrollment (NER &gt;100%) and high learning outcomes</td>
<td>Widespread enrollment (NER &gt;95-100%) and high learning outcomes</td>
<td>Rapidly increasing access; growing emphasis on quality</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Increase GDP growth to increase revenue mobilization through more effective and broader means of taxation.</td>
<td>Institute mandatory corporate social responsibility schemes focused on mobilizing resources for education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Low/medium-high</td>
<td>Medium-high</td>
<td>Rapidly increasing NERs</td>
<td>Increasing focus on access and quality</td>
<td>Increasing focus on access and quality</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Increase total public budget allocation to education, as well as leverage GDP growth to increase revenue mobilization through more effective and broader means of taxation.</td>
<td>Design financing mechanisms such as debt buy-downs to leverage international finance pools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>Low-medium levels</td>
<td>Low levels</td>
<td>Low levels</td>
<td>Unstable or fragile</td>
<td>The ability of governments to raise revenue may be limited in such contexts.</td>
<td>Leverage support from the Global Partnership for Education.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/human-development-index-hdi

**Figure 9:** Illustrative country categorizations

**Figure 10:** Summary of financing strategies
Each category presents distinct characteristics and options for financing strategies (Figure 10). It is important to note three key points:

1. Although the cost estimates for fee-free upper secondary school consider both general and TVET access scenarios (Section III), the discussion below is broader in nature though financing options that may be particularly well-suited for a specific stream are highlighted.

2. The categories are illustrative in nature: countries may exhibit characteristics of multiple categories, and so the options that follow may be adapted accordingly. While financing options have been linked to those categories where they may be most suited, these resource mobilisation options may be equally applicable across multiple categories — particularly Categories 2 and 3 — with varying levels of targeting and fee-free prioritisation.

3. The approach is dynamic, and countries have the ability to shift between categories within the next 15 years. Rapid improvements in access and learning outcomes at lower levels, coupled with increased resource mobilisation and political commitment towards secondary education can lead to a greater ability to effectively and equitably implement universal fee-free access at the upper secondary level. Indeed, Vietnam is one such example of a country that has made rapid strides in the past decade, and has now set its sights upon universal access to upper secondary school.

DOMESTIC AND EXTERNAL FINANCING STRATEGIES

The strategies below examine mechanisms to mobilise the various categories of financing as described in the Revised Draft Outcome Document for the Third International Conference on Financing for Development, including domestic public resources, domestic and international private finance, and international public finance (collectively grouped for the purposes of the analysis as domestic and external financing). Strategies to grow domestic resources are examined particularly closely, given that these offer the greatest potential to mobilise funds.152

“In order to seriously address the financing gap, much of the impetus and resources will need to come from domestic sources.”

EXPERT STAKEHOLDER

Although domestic financing remains the most significant source of finance in all developing countries, public international finance — specifically ODA — remains crucial in least developed countries.153 The Revised Draft Outcome Document calls for a renewed commitment to allocate 0.7% of GNI in ODA to developing countries, particularly targeting areas of greatest need, in order to increase overall aid pools.154 Simultaneously, a commitment to education must be emphasised: the recent decreases in education aid as a percentage of overall ODA are a significant concern (Section II). Given the overrepresentation of aid to post-secondary in overall education ODA, donors may also consider reallocation within their education aid budgets, particularly shifting portions of post-secondary aid to upper secondary and lower levels of education. Channeling greater investment to the secondary level in particular will strengthen the link between primary and post-secondary, which currently receives the lowest portion of education funding. In turn, this would have a cyclical effect ensuring current and future investments to post-secondary are sustainable and equitable in nature, contributing to fostering employable talent. An increase of aid, combined with reallocation, could thus play a significant role in reducing inequity.

As described in Section II, improved coordination amongst bilaterals and multilaterals could play a key role in ensuring aid effectiveness at the upper secondary level and across sub-sectors. Greater coordination amongst global and regional multilaterals could leverage individual strengths, tap into regional insights, and so ensure an efficient use of limited resources. For instance, regional banks like ADB and AfDB have greater insight into regional labor markets and thus may be in a strong position to work with regional governments and private sector actors to coordinate aid to upper secondary levels.

Lastly, aid must be targeted more effectively to create the greatest long-term impact in countries seeking to expand their education systems. This could take two forms: specifically (i) leveraging aid to have a more catalytic impact, and (ii) designing new mechanisms to increase aid's effectiveness. Recent studies have shown the dramatic impact aid can have in supporting domestic revenue generation, particularly important given that the bulk of financing for education in developing countries comes from domestic sources. Specifically, this may entail supporting countries in strengthening their tax base and collection capabilities: a GMR study showed that for every US$1 spent to bolster the tax system, US$350 in revenue was raised.155 Despite this immense potential to raise revenue for all sectors, including education, under 0.1% of aid currently supports strengthening tax systems.156 Second, as noted in Section II, new forms of financing such as output-based aid initiatives adopted by REACH may be particularly suited to increase access for poor and marginalised youths at the upper secondary level, as was done in Vietnam's Upper Secondary Education Enhancement Project, as well as to more generally improve the overall impact per dollar of aid spent. In order to achieve success, such initiatives must be carefully implemented with the appropriate, measurable performance indicators as well as consideration of the context and enabling environment.157
The financing options that are presented in more depth below were most frequently mentioned in recent literature or through consultations with experts. A variety of mechanisms to mobilise financing is explored, while Section VI that follows discusses in more depth how a phased, fee-free approach may be implemented.

FINANCING STRATEGIES BY COUNTRY CATEGORY

Category 1
Countries with these broad characteristics tend to be well-performing countries, falling near the top of the range for learning outcomes. Countries in this category include both high income countries (e.g. South Korea) as well as lower middle income countries (e.g. Sri Lanka). Given the broad achievements of countries in this category, including at the upper secondary level, financing options are not presented. However, an in-depth study of the experience of the South Korea is available in Annex 5, where the lessons and experience of the country’s remarkable progression towards achieving near-universal upper secondary education is examined closely.

Category 2
This broad category encompasses countries that exhibit high NERs and high quality of education at the primary and lower secondary levels, which are also making rapid progress in expanding reach and quality at the upper secondary level. Their strong GDP growth rates are accompanied by stable population growth and a supportive political context. Many countries in South East Asia fall within this category, as do countries in Latin America. Countries in this category likely have a suitable foundation in place for piloting and implementing successful fee-free upper secondary education measures. Indeed, many countries may have already embarked on fee-free policies at both the upper and/or lower secondary level. A selection of financing options and strategies that may be appropriate for countries exhibiting these characteristics are discussed below.

Domestic financing options

- Increase total public budget allocation to education, in addition to increasing the share of the education budget apportioned to upper secondary education. A commitment towards increasing the total budget allocation to education to 20% or more is crucial to increasing the total amount of financial resources available for education. Countries that exhibit characteristics of Category 2 may already spend close to 20% given their achievements in education or have to ability to do so. For instance, Vietnam and Malaysia — two countries that fall into this category — both spent 21% on education as a share of their total government expenditure. This first step will boost the prioritisation of education and will increase the overall level of resources available to the sector.

Meanwhile, given the achievements in universal enrollment and learning outcomes in primary and lower secondary education, these national governments in particular should have increased fiscal space for prioritising upper secondary education. Lewin calls for secondary education to receive at least 30% of total education spending, with Category 2 countries likely needing to spend at least this share to implement fee-free education at the upper level. It may be feasible to extend fee-free education to all youth, but mechanisms should be particularly targeted to reduce access and learning challenges faced by disadvantaged and marginalised youth, including girls, ethnic minorities, and disabled children.

Levies can also be used by the donor community to raise aid for education. For example, it has been estimated that a 0.5% levy on mobile phone transactions in Europe could raise $894 million for education per year.


Leverage GDP growth to increase revenue mobilisation through more effective and broader means of taxation. High levels of economic growth can be harnessed by increasing the share of GDP towards education. The Zero Draft Outcome Document for the Third International Conference on Financing for Development in Addis Ababa rightly called to commit countries with government revenue below 20% of GDP to increase tax revenue, broaden the tax base, and ensure a fair, effective tax system — although this specificity was omitted in the Revised Draft (May 2015). Financial resources can be further mobilised by increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of tax collection, as well as adopting levies to support education. Revenue generated from taxes remains inadequate in many low and lower middle income countries; it accounts for just 10-14% of GDP in low income countries, compared to tax to GDP ratios of 20-30% in high income countries. Indeed, external technical expertise and aid may be needed to strengthen tax systems in developing countries, as discussed earlier.
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In order to boost revenue specifically for education, some countries such as South Korea also have an education tax. This is essentially a surcharge on national and local taxes, and has served to finance education initiatives. Likewise, India adds a 2% addition on income tax liabilities for education, with an additional 1% added as a higher education cess or tax to finance secondary and higher education. Annex 4 provides a deep dive into how Kenya effectively increased its public financing in education through effective tax collection mechanisms.

In contrast to countries that struggle to generate revenue, tax revenue in Angola is 42% of GDP. However, only 9% of the budget is spent on education, severely constraining resources to the sector.

**SOURCE: UNESCO. 2014c.**

Generate increased revenue from natural resources to invest in education. Effective revenue generation from natural resources can support government efforts to boost income, particularly in resource rich low and lower middle income countries. Indeed, GMR analysis found that 17 low and middle income countries could mobilise an additional US$5 billion a year through their national resources, equivalent to two and a half times the funds they received in aid in 2010. It is crucial to ensure that such deals are designed not only favor multinational corporations, but that the revenue generated is channeled towards education. For example, it is estimated that US$36million is lost each year in Ghana through deals that favor mining companies, while the Democratic Republic of the Congo lost US$1.36 billion in its deals with five mining companies over 2010–2012.

It is important to note that in order to diversify risk, a broad tax base is optimal. Over-reliance on revenue generation from natural resources should be avoided, a tendency that has particularly been seen in Sub-Saharan Africa.

**External financing options**

Design diaspora bonds targeted towards education. Although this has been included under external financing, diaspora bonds could be issued in domestic currency to fund education, specifically even upper secondary education. On average, diaspora savings in 2009 were 9% of regional GDP in 2009 in low income countries and 2.3% in middle income countries, and may have significant potential in countries with high migrant remittances. The Revised Draft Outcome Document for the Third International Conference on Financing for Development already highlights the crucial role of remittances, and the next step may be to leverage these inflows to galvanise education success. While diaspora bonds have been used widely in India and Israel, more work may be needed to adapt them to the education sector, and specifically to finance upper secondary education.

**SOURCE: UNESCO. 2014c.**

Tax revenue in Pakistan is just 10% of GDP, with education only receiving 10% of the government budget. If the government increased its tax revenue to 14% of GDP by 2015 and allocated one-fifth of this to education, it could raise sufficient funds to get all of Pakistan's children and adolescents into school.

**Category 3**

Countries in this category demonstrate low to medium rates of population growth, medium to high economic growth rates, and a stable political climate. In terms of educational attainment, primary level enrollment may be rapidly increasing, although the quality and levels of learning may be more ambiguous. Countries may also be increasingly focused on expanding enrollment at the lower secondary level, with some embarking on universalising both upper and lower secondary education. In some countries, fee-free policies may already be in place for both upper and lower secondary education, as well as for primary education. However, many countries in this category may not necessarily have equitable levels of learning and access, let alone financing, required to effectively and equitably implement universal fee-free upper secondary education immediately.

---
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Domestic financing options

- Increase revenue mobilisation by leveraging GDP growth through more effective and broader taxation, as well as increase total public budget allocation to education. In a similar manner to Category 2, countries in this category must commit to both mobilising public resources and prioritising education. However, unlike Category 2, countries in this category may not necessarily be ready to prioritise fee-free universal upper secondary education over the lower level, although some (e.g., Uganda) may nonetheless seek to embark upon this path. Instead, a greater mobilisation of domestic resources should be used to finance improving the quality of learning acquired at the primary and lower secondary levels through, for instance, teacher training and ensuring the relevancy of curricula. Additionally, resources could feed into initiating or implementing fee-free policies targeting girls and marginalised youth as has been done in Bangladesh, where the government implemented stipend programmes at both the lower secondary and upper secondary levels to boost the female enrollment and quality of education. The stipends are specifically targeted at girls from poor or disadvantaged families, and have been credited with boosting girls’ enrolment rates.171

- Institute mandatory corporate social responsibility schemes focused on mobilising resources for education. A few countries — most recently India, in April 2015 — have implemented initiatives that require 1-2% of average net profits from major corporations to flow into CSR efforts, with education being a large priority. Although concerns have arisen about the implementation and impact of such schemes, such an initiative is estimated to generate up to US$2 billion in additional revenues toward public services in India. Category 2 countries may want to implement such schemes specifically to channel additional funding to upper secondary education, as doing so will not reduce the financial resources still needed at the lower levels. Indeed, given the role upper secondary education plays in fostering an employable workforce, corporations may be amenable to such a mechanism. Develop community-based partnerships and financing models. Partnerships and links with the community have been shown to be crucial to not only mobilise finances where public resources are limited, but also increase buy-in and ownership, and bolster the value of education. The effectiveness of community-based partnership can be seen in Zimbabwe in the 1980s, where community contributions and labor were harnessed to build secondary school infrastructure. Parents took charge of school management, while the government financed teaching costs and learning materials. This initiative to build schools in the community also increased dependence on boarding schools and cost US$50 per pupil. In particular, states may seek to embark upon this path rather than invest in new schools — an initiative that also would not have been possible with government financing alone.172

External financing options

- Utilise financing mechanisms such as debt buy-downs to leverage international finance pools. As noted in the Revised Draft Outcome Document for the Third International Conference on Financing for Development, blended finance that combines concessional and non-concessional lending may hold significant promise. Indeed, they may specifically benefit countries in Category 3, some of whom may still be low income nations unable or unwilling to borrow from financial agencies offering non-concessional financing. A loan buy-down mechanism may therefore allow a country to mobilise additional funds — highly conditioned on results — to deploy towards education, possibly towards fee-free upper secondary education targeted at specific demographics.173

- Create public-private partnerships, particularly geared towards vocational education. Facilitating public-private partnerships and leveraging financial resources from private corporations — both domestic and international — are especially valuable for vocational education at the upper secondary level.174 According to one expert stakeholder, there may be greater opportunity for funding from the private sector for levels of education, such as upper secondary and vocational training, that have direct links to the labor market. As Fredriksen notes: “Private companies may co-finance courses, and may be directly involved in training and management.”175 Such a mechanism may permit fee-free access at the upper secondary level, and as importantly, ensure the relevancy of curricula to today’s labor market. For example, South Korea has had success building strong linkages between TVET providers and employers. Employers are also mandated to provide regular training to employees or pay into a collective fund to finance further vocational training.176

Category 4

Countries in this category are fragile and/or conflict-affected states, with low levels of primary school enrollment and learning. Political and institutional systems may be vulnerable to shock or may be non-existent. Given the weak state structure and poor education outcomes at lower levels, it may not be feasible or appropriate for all countries in this category to pursue fee-free
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education at the upper secondary level until 2025 or beyond. Because of low levels of learning and access at lower levels, many of these countries should focus their education resources at the basic education level to ensure a strong base for secondary education. Indeed, many countries in this category still rely heavily on external aid, in contrast with countries in the previous categories. By their very nature, domestic financing options may be unfeasible or unrealistic; data on domestic public spending for education in such contexts is incomplete and the ability of governments to raise revenue may be limited.\(^{178}\) Given these factors, the discussion focuses solely on external financing options in which the international community would be heavily involved.

**External financing options**

- Leverage support from the Global Partnership for Education and other actors. The GPE, together with the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) and the Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emergencies (INEE) provides vital support to many countries in Category 4, as well as those in emergencies and protracted crises.\(^{179}\) The IASC’s Education Cluster coordinates responses at a country level — with funding disbursed directly by agencies — while the INEE serves as a knowledge sharing network.\(^{180}\)

  Meanwhile, the GPE plays a key role in external financing for this category of countries, with more than 40% of GPE’s disbursements directed to fragile and conflict-affected countries, with a particular focus to support the poorest children in attaining basic education.\(^{181}\)

  However, given the GPE’s core commitment to basic education, an expansion of its scope or additional mechanisms to fund higher levels of education may be needed (Section II). The Revised Draft Outcome Document for the 3rd International Conference on Financing for Development specifically calls for the GPE to be scaled up to provide for secondary education, which may be especially crucial for vulnerable adolescent children in these countries once a strong enough base has been built at the primary level.

- Increase humanitarian aid to education via dedicated fund: Unfortunately, humanitarian funding to education remains at very low levels: as of 2013, it stands at 2%, well below the 4% target called for by a number of key stakeholders in 2012.\(^{182}\) In countries that have remained in civil conflict for decades, humanitarian aid is required for all levels of education, and yet a large financing gap continues to remain. The INEE recommends pooled funding in fragile states to increase coordination. To this end, there are three main types of pooled funding mechanisms for disbursements: the Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF), Humanitarian Fund (CHF) and the Emergency Response Funds (ERFs). However, the volume of funding channeled through the mechanisms has not changed since 2010 and was less than 12% in 2013.\(^{183}\)\(^{184}\)

  With this in mind, Gordon Brown has championed a global emergency education fund, which will have the potential to focus specifically on children in humanitarian crises.\(^{185}\) It has been suggested that this new mechanism be focused on three principles: (i) ensuring more and better funding, specifically funding that is additional, supports quality outcomes and is based on need, (ii) generating greater support, namely serving to strengthen the capacity of existing systems, and enhance monitoring and tracking efforts in emergency contexts, and (iii) fostering collaboration and commitment, particularly to create more alignment and increase synergies within the broader architecture of emergency funding to education.\(^{186}\) A dedicated fund will allow for the prioritisation of education in emergency settings.

**ILLUSTRATIVE COSTS OF ACHIEVING UPPER SECONDARY EDUCATION BY COUNTRY CATEGORY**

The base cost model presented in Section III can be expanded to consider the costs of achieving fee-free upper secondary education for each of the four country categories. For the purposes of the modelling exercise, the analysis considers the illustrative countries previously mentioned.

Figure 11 illustrates the upper secondary gross enrollment ratio in 2012 for the three illustrative countries in each of the categories. The distinction between the groups are clear when considering present access and distance to full upper secondary access. In Category 1 countries, the upper secondary GER is 80–90%; in Category 2 countries it is 60–72%; in Category 3, 17–23%; and in Category 4, 5–17%. Besides upper secondary enrollment ratios, the categories also differ with regards to population growth and income. Category 1 and 2 countries have a fertility rate of 2–3 children per woman and are middle income, while Category 3 and 4 countries have a fertility rate of 4–6 and are low income.

The second panel in Figure 11 shows the projected costs of achieving complete access to all levels of schooling from preschool through secondary by 2030 in these four category groups. The differences are clear: the same education achievements, namely universal access, place a much higher financial burden on Category 3 and 4 countries than in Category 1 countries. Why is this so? The answer is not only that Category 3 and 4 countries are poorer or less stable, but also that the proportion of children (and hence, pupils) in Category 3 and 4 countries is higher due to continued preferences for large families and unmet need for contraception in these countries.

---
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The purple dots in the second panel show all students preschool-upper secondary as a proportion of the population in each country. The figure shows that a higher proportion of school-age youth generally translates to higher costs (as % of GDP). Within margins, individual countries can mediate that relationship by increasing class sizes and/or lowering teacher salaries. For example, Vietnam and Bolivia both start out with much higher teacher salaries than Indonesia in 2012, and are projected to maintain those. They can do this because they have the fiscal space to do so: these countries translate their relatively low demographic burden into higher education quality. In contrast, Tanzania and Mozambique are projected to spend somewhat similar portions of GDP as Vietnam and Bolivia despite having more school-aged youth, but they do so by having substantially larger class sizes — approximately 40 pupils per class compared to 20–25 in Bolivia and Vietnam.

In sum, it is clear that universal fee-free access across all levels of education place a significant burden on Category 3 and 4 countries, reiterating that many countries in these two categories may not have the financing required to effectively and equitably implement universal access immediately.
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Numerous country experiences have shown that monetary factors are a barrier to demand, and that abolishing fees, whether at the primary or secondary level, can significantly boost enrollment. As mentioned in Section II, recent research has revealed the large extent to which households face a significant monetary burden and opportunity cost when pursuing secondary education, particularly at the upper level. For example, a 2012 UNESCO study of 15 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa found that household expenditure at the upper secondary level is the equivalent of 85% of public education expenditure, highlighting the enormous strain faced at this level. Worryingly, household contribution at the higher education level is far lower at just roughly 20% of public expenditure, emphasising the regressive nature of public funding efforts.

As discussed in Section III, achieving fee-free access at all levels of education in low and lower middle income countries will result in education requiring between 4.20% – 6.91% of GDP over 2015–2030, with universal access placing a particularly high financial burden on countries in Category 3 and 4 (Section V). Importantly however, experience from both the primary and secondary experience shows that fee abolishment may alone not be sufficient to boost access, particularly for girls and other disadvantaged populations. As discussed in Section II, household out-of-pocket expenses on education remain significant, even where fee-free policies at the secondary level may exist. For example, although abolishing secondary school fees reduced household costs by 58% for day schools and 31% for boarding schools in Kenya, indirect costs are still 12–20 times the monthly income of families in rural areas of the country. The opportunity costs are high and the perceived immediate economic benefit of secondary education may be limited, particularly for low income households. Secondary education is therefore still not accessible to those in the lowest quintiles, leading to grave equity concerns. Indeed, it has been suggested that the increased public investment in secondary education may be more equitable if it is specifically targeted towards the most marginalised communities.
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A PHASED APPROACH TO FEE-FREE UPPER SECONDARY EDUCATION

Given these considerations, a phased approach to fee-free universalisation of upper secondary education may be most appropriate. The timespan or scope of phasing may be determined by country context, priorities, and financial resources available; some countries may choose not to undertake universal fee abolition until access and learning quality at lower levels have been met. Indeed, such fee-free phasing is aligned with the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which calls for the progressive introduction of free education at the secondary level.

Using the country categorisation described in Section V, it is clear that Category 1 countries may be most suited to embark on universalising fee-free upper secondary education, if such a scheme is not already in place. Meanwhile, Category 2 and 3 countries may adopt a more incremental approach. Some Category 2 countries may be able to achieve universal fee-free upper secondary by 2030 in an incremental, planned manner (Figure 12 provides an illustrative example). Such a phased approach to fee-free upper secondary education could mitigate equity concerns through first targeting girls and other marginalised youth. Additionally, fee-free access itself may be gradually implemented over the five-year period to ensure that lessons are absorbed and learning quality at lower levels have been met. Indeed, such fee-free phasing is aligned with the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which calls for the progressive introduction of free education at the secondary level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015–2020</td>
<td>Phase 1: Fee-free access extended to certain marginalized demographics, including girls and those in the lowest quintile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020–2025</td>
<td>Phase 2: Fee-free access extended to a broader demographic, including those in rural areas and those in informal urban settlements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025–2030</td>
<td>Phase 3: Fee-free access extended to all citizens.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Illustrative phased approach to fee-free universalisation by 2030

An incremental approach such as this is in line with the interin ‘stepping stone targets’ advocated by Save the Children to target the most disadvantaged children and ensure equitable outcomes for the SDGs. Indeed, selection for fee-free targeting in Phase 1 and 2 should be done in an ‘open, inclusive and participatory (process)’, taking into account context and reasons for exclusion. It is crucial to reiterate that there remain distinct differences in country characteristics within each category, and so each country will adopt its own path towards fee-free universalisation. Indeed, some countries may ultimately decide that fee-free upper secondary education for all youth may not be the most feasible or appropriate path. In such cases, the phased approach may be terminated after Phase 2. Meanwhile, countries with large out-of-school populations in Category 2 or 3 may instead prioritise fee-free access for all youth at the primary and lower secondary level, and may not embark on Phase 1 until 2025 or beyond. Regardless of the timespan, it will be crucial to ensure that indirect or ancillary school-related costs to households are also concurrently reduced or mitigated, and a phased, targeted approach may permit the resources for this.

Finally, in many countries — and particularly in low and lower middle income countries — financing strategies in any of these categories must go hand-in-hand with reforms to increase the cost effectiveness of schools, particularly given our focus on the upper secondary level. For example, in Sub-Saharan Africa, per pupil costs at the upper secondary level are six times that of primary (and even higher for vocational courses), while at the lower secondary level, they are three times more expensive. In comparison, per pupil costs at the secondary level are usually twice primary costs in high-enrollment countries. As discussed in Section II, emerging technological innovations in content delivery may be a mechanism to lower unit costs; additionally, distance learning could be more widely adopted for teacher training to improve quality delivery of more complex secondary school subjects. Programmes like EDUCATODOS in Honduras — providing alternative distance learning secondary education through a combination of radio technology, non-traditional centers in churches and work places, and non-formally certified teachers — may also hold lessons for reducing costs of upper secondary delivery. In particular, hiring local teachers with non-formal qualifications, investing in technological services to support them, and leveraging community resources could further create cost-efficiencies at the secondary level.

While a full discussion of the input costs of upper secondary school and the assumptions of more complex secondary school subjects is not present in the cost model for the provision of free universal upper secondary school is present in Section III, it is worth reemphasising that financing strategies alone without reforms — particularly in Category 3 countries — may not be efficient or effective.
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## Annex 1: Secondary Education Gross Enrollment Ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Total 2012</th>
<th>Female 2012</th>
<th>GPI (F/M) 2012</th>
<th>Total 1999</th>
<th>Female 1999</th>
<th>GPI (F/M) 1999</th>
<th>Total 2012</th>
<th>Female 2012</th>
<th>GPI (F/M) 2012</th>
<th>Total 1999</th>
<th>Female 1999</th>
<th>GPI (F/M) 1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>61**</td>
<td>56**</td>
<td>0.91**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries in transition</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90**</td>
<td>91**</td>
<td>1.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed countries</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>56**</td>
<td>58**</td>
<td>55**</td>
<td>0.95**</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>55**</td>
<td>48**</td>
<td>0.88**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab States</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and Eastern Europe</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>90**</td>
<td>86**</td>
<td>0.96**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>80**</td>
<td>78**</td>
<td>83**</td>
<td>1.07**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>73**</td>
<td>72**</td>
<td>75**</td>
<td>1.05**</td>
<td>47**</td>
<td>45**</td>
<td>49**</td>
<td>1.09**</td>
<td>50**</td>
<td>50**</td>
<td>50**</td>
<td>0.99**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South and West Asia</td>
<td>81**</td>
<td>81**</td>
<td>80**</td>
<td>0.98**</td>
<td>51**</td>
<td>54**</td>
<td>48**</td>
<td>0.88**</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>50**</td>
<td>53**</td>
<td>46**</td>
<td>0.86**</td>
<td>32**</td>
<td>35**</td>
<td>28**</td>
<td>0.80**</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries with low income</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries with middle income</td>
<td>88**</td>
<td>89**</td>
<td>88**</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>61**</td>
<td>62**</td>
<td>60**</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>59**</td>
<td>53**</td>
<td>0.89**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower middle</td>
<td>79**</td>
<td>80**</td>
<td>78**</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
<td>52**</td>
<td>54**</td>
<td>49**</td>
<td>0.93**</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries with high income</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97**</td>
<td>98**</td>
<td>1.01**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** UNESCO 2014a
ANNEX 2:
GLOBAL PREVALENCE OF FEE-FREE SECONDARY EDUCATION

ANNEX 3: DAC BILATERAL AID TABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bilateral</th>
<th>Total ODA in 2013 (US$ millions)</th>
<th>ODA as a % of GNI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>27,565.69</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>21,694.22</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>14,084.20</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>8,995.02</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>6,291.55</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>4,615.10</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>4,165.36</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>3,917.70</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>3,744.38</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>3,318.15</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>3,278.29</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>2,238.20</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2,038.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1,410.50</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>948.41</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>921.47</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>865.93</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>565.46</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>543.31</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>367.51</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>318.09</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>302.06</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>141.25</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>57.30</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>43.61</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>29.41</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>20.41</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


ANNEX 4: KENYA: A CASE STUDY

Country context

Kenya’s economy is the largest and one of the most important in East Africa (40% of the region’s GDP) — one that is integrated within the region but in possession of a global reach. Its upward trajectory has been bolstered by a new constitution (2010) that has put into place a new, more devolved governance structure. 198

Kenya is a lower middle income economy; its estimated growth of 1 million persons per year is anticipated to strain the education system’s ability to provide quality education now and in the future.199

Education landscape

Kenya follows an 8–4–4 system of education, with 8 years at primary school, 4 years secondary and 4 years tertiary.200 Both primary and secondary education are intended to be free, with primary education compulsory. While access to education has gradually improved over the past ten years, learning levels remain quite low. According to a 2011 Uwezo study, less than half of students in grade 4 pass both English and numeracy tests at the standard 2 level201 and Kenya’s reading proficiency has dropped from second to fifth among the 15 African countries in the Southern and Eastern Africa Consortium for Monitoring Educational Quality (SACMEQ).202 More encouragingly, Kenya has achieved near gender parity at the secondary level.203

199 World Bank. 2015a.
Secondary schools are either day schools, boarding schools or some combination of both, with approximately 2/3 falling under the day category. While the private sector is a large player at the pre-primary and primary levels, this is not the case for secondary education, with only 12% of students enrolled in non-vocational private schools. Furthermore, TVET is not prevalent in Kenya, as less than 1% of all students are enrolled in secondary TVET schools.

The Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) 2013-2014 ranks Kenya 44th in quality of education out of 148 countries.

The Constituency Development Fund (CDF) developed in 2003, is intended to support constituency-level, grassroots development projects. Three-quarters of the amount is divided equitably between Kenya’s 210 constituencies while the remaining one-fourth is divided based on a poverty index to cater for poorer constituencies. Nearly half of CDFs resources have been allocated to the education sector, aiding infrastructure development.

**Annex 4:** Kenya: a case study


Education spending and financing

The priority placed on education is manifest in its domestic outlays. Education traditionally received the highest portion of public resources, generally above 20%, and education spending increased by 31% in real terms between 2003 and 2009. Tellingly, primary and secondary education budgets were ring-fenced after the 2008-2009 global economic crisis. This political commitment to education was also evident in the important 2003 Free Primary Education (FPE) program, which aimed and succeeded in improving declining primary school re-enrollment numbers. This program abolished all levies and fees in primary schools, and thus served as an equity-increasing measure. It served as a catalyst for increasing the gross enrollment ratio to over 100% and had the effect of stimulating public demand for secondary education.

Moreover, as noted by Ayako (2014), increased public financing was bolstered by higher fiscal revenues, derived through not only the expansions of the tax base, but more efficient tax collection.

Institutional arrangements to promote secondary education

In 2008, the government launched Free Day Secondary Education (FDSE). FDSE was very much an outgrowth of Vision 2030, a blueprint for establishing Kenya as an industrialised middle income country by 2030. Under this act, the Ministry of Education was tasked with increasing literacy rates and increasing the transition rate from primary to secondary. Through the FDSE, 10,265 Kenyan Shillings (approximately US$105) were provided per student per school each year to cover tuition fees and other expenses, drastically lowering the burden placed on students and families.

In practice, however the grant did not fully abolish school fees. Such grants cover direct costs associated with school attendance but not boarding costs. Households are also expected to provide non-discretionary items such as school uniforms and books, and despite price increases, capitation amounts have not risen since they were rolled out in 2008. Moreover, delays in disbursement have been prevalent and the formula does not take into account high-need populations. Nevertheless, the fee reduction program, paired with allocations from the CDF have contributed to boosting transition rates from primary to secondary education, as Kenya has seen a 50% increase in secondary enrollment over the past decade.

---


211. Ibid.
In light of the increasing demand for secondary education, the Kenyan government is considering methods to increase the efficiency and financial sustainability of secondary provision. Proposals being considered include establishing a minimum pupil size (likely 150) for each school, along with minimum class sizes.

The private sector is also perceived as having played a role in supporting secondary education. This has taken the form of scholarships, (e.g. the Wings to Fly program by the Equity Group Foundation, which is targeting 10,000 scholarships at the secondary level) and through the development of a scholarship forum that coordinates initiatives among six large funders.

Moreover, access to secondary education also profits from modest levels of ODA, namely from the African Development Bank and JICA, although this support focuses largely on improving quality rather than access.

Lastly, although private schools only house a modest percentage of secondary school students, it is notable that many previous private schools, as well as those that fall under the self-help Harambee category of schools, were responsible for initial expansion of secondary education. Many of the once-private schools have since been absorbed by the government.

Key learnings

The Kenya case study illustrates the impact that combining a reduction of demand-side barriers (through the FPE and FDSE programmes) with expansion of domestic resources can have on promoting access to secondary education. At the same time, it also underscores the need to take into account the hidden costs of attending school — as well as the needs of vulnerable populations — when crafting policies to increase access to secondary education.

ANNEX 5:
SOUTH KOREA: A CASE STUDY

Country context

Economic growth in South Korea over the past fifty years has been impressive, with average annual growth of 7%. A member of OECD, it possesses a per capita income of nearly US$23,000, with tremendous technological advancement, a track record of innovation, and a stable democracy. While the product of many factors, its growth was initially marked by political authoritarianism and deep state involvement in the economy. Gradually politics liberalised, with Koreans having freely elected a president for the first time since 1987.

Notably, South Korea has experienced a steady decline in population growth, with a total fertility rate of 1.2% in 2013, below the replacement rate and inciting questions about future growth prospects.

Education landscape

The economic growth noted above has been partly fueled by a rapid expansion of the education sector. While only the first nine years of schooling, which are free, are compulsory for children (six years in primary school and three years in middle school), school attendance is nearly universal all the way through to the upper secondary level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Net enrollment rate, secondary</th>
<th>96%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross enrollment ratio, secondary</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progression to secondary school, female</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progression to secondary school, male</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

South Korea has two types of high schools: general, which endeavor to prepare children for tertiary education, and vocational schools. Steadily, the relative share of the population that attend vocational schools has declined, from 36% of all upper secondary students in 2000 to 19% in 2012.

Goals and contents of education are determined at the national level, while school curriculum is organised and implemented at the individual school level, within the framework provided by the central government.

In addition to achieving universal access, South Korean ranks near the top of international learning assessments, including Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) survey results in reading, mathematics, and science. It has done so while establishing near gender parity in upper secondary completion rates.

Despite impressive statistics, the Korean education system is not without issues. As noted by Jones (2013), challenges include stress for children, who face long days and stiff competition; high financial burdens on families (a high percentage of whom pay for hagwons, or private, after-school classes in order to boost chances of attending a top university); and an increasing mismatch between the needs of the job market and the skills acquired in vocational high schools, which partly explains the decline in attendance in such schools.

**Education spending and financing**

The South Korean government has, for the past fifty years, understood education to be an engine for economic growth. Total spending on education as a share of GDP in Korea is the third highest in the OECD at 8%. Public expenditure on education as a percentage of total public expenditure fares slightly worse, ranking 5th among OECD countries, which reveals the very high share of private expenditure on educational institutions. While Korea increased its share of public expenditure on primary and lower secondary by 78% between 2000 and 2009, private funding jumped by 134% over this period.

Annual expenditure on secondary education per student is somewhat modest relative to other OECD countries at US$8,199. However, there have been considerable increases in secondary school salaries over the past decade, with the ratio of upper secondary school teacher salaries to those of full-time, adult workers with a tertiary education ranking first among OECD countries at 1.36.

School funding is highly centralised, with local school systems deriving 80% of their revenue from the central Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (MEST) budget. Local systems are also funded on a small scale through revenue transferred from local governing bodies, school admission fees and tuition, and locally issued bodies. Provincial Offices of Education then have discretionary spending power for these funds.

Private schools receive a small portion of government funding and subsidies, though their chief sources of financing are tuition and private support. The size of their subsidies is determined by the difference between the school’s budget and a standard budget for a public school of the same enrollment size.

**Institutional arrangements to promote secondary education**

Expansion of secondary education began in earnest in the late 1960s, as the need for skilled workers increased, resultant from rapid economic growth. In light of increased demand, the government bolstered capacity through public financing and demand-side measures.

Notably, secondary education exams were abolished in 1968, replaced by a lottery system based on where children reside. This has had an equity-promoting effect, virtually eliminating elite secondary schools.

Internal tax revenue is allocated to secondary institutions based on a formula that includes enrollments, school location, local government allocation for education, and school entrance and tuition fees. Across secondary education, government expenditure per student for secondary education is 23%.

**SOURCE:** KIM, GJ. EDUCATION POLICIES AND REFORM IN SOUTH KOREA. SECONDARY EDUCATION IN AFRICA: STRATEGIES FOR RENEWAL. THE WORLD BANK.
In 1974, a governmental policy named the High School Equalisation Policy (HSEPD), which sought to equalise school inputs including operational expenses, coupled with the new student admission policy, which employed locally standardised achievement tests, increased secondary enrollment considerably. In addition, a 1981 special education tax was used to finance the improvement of the physical conditions of primary and secondary schools. Although private sources of funding for education are quite high in Korea, the share of private sources is much smaller in secondary education, constituting only one-fourth of the total secondary financing.\(^\text{230}\)

There are clear channels of funding for secondary education, with infrastructure provided by the central government and textbooks provided by local government.\(^\text{233}\)

Tuition fees for upper secondary education exist. Of considerable concern is private tutoring in Korea, which more than half the students in upper secondary education utilise.\(^\text{234}\)

Key learnings

Above all, the Korean government recognised the inherent link between economic development and educational improvement. This translated to increased commitment of domestic resources. Such investments, coupled with policy measures such as the abolishment of secondary exams in lieu of a lottery system, had the effect of promoting access and equity nationwide. While the achievement of universal access has not been without challenges (e.g. there is a need to ensure that Korean vocational schools provide skills that are relevant to the current economy and that an equity gap does not emerge as wealthier families pay for extensive private, after-school classes), the Korea case is, in many ways, an exemplar.

---

**ANNEX 6:**

**SRI LANKA: A CASE STUDY**

**Country context**

Sri Lanka gained its independence from Britain in 1948 and recently suffered from over two decades of civil war with its two main populations at odds — the Sinhalese majority and Tamil separatists. Civil war was present in Sri Lanka between the years of 1983 and 2009, with a brief cease-fire between the years of 2002 and 2006. Now finally at peace, the Sri Lankan government has been proactive in building its economy through a distinct national development policy framework, called the Mahinda Chintana.\(^\text{235, 236}\) As a result, economic growth has been high compared to Sri Lanka’s South Asian neighbors. It is estimated that GDP will have increased by 7.8% in 2014 from US$67.18 billion in 2013. Notably, much of this economic growth has been extremely beneficial for Sri Lanka’s poorer populations, with consumption per capita growing 3.3% a year for the bottom 40% of the population, 0.5% higher than the per capita growth of the total population.\(^\text{237}\)

**Education landscape**

Schooling is compulsory for students between the ages of 5 and 14 (primary and lower secondary).\(^\text{238}\) Sri Lanka’s Ministry of Education also conducts internal and external evaluations of schools annually to ensure quality.\(^\text{239}\) One measure undertaken to ensure high quality is the introduction of school-based management systems in 2012, which now affects 55% of all students under the age of 18. Additionally, school-based teacher development programmes were implemented in 2012, affecting 63% of all teachers.\(^\text{240}\)

---


\(^\text{233}\) Kim, GJ.

\(^\text{234}\) Ibid.


\(^\text{240}\) World Bank. 2015d.
Broadly speaking, there are four different types of schools in the country — national, provincial, private, and religious schools. The 9,000 provincial schools in Sri Lanka serve the majority of the student-aged population and are tuition-free.\(^{246}\) Primary school has a high completion rate of 98%, with 96% of students then moving on to pursue secondary education. Secondary education is broken into two portions — junior secondary and senior secondary. Junior secondary focuses on students aged 10 to 14 and senior secondary focuses on students aged 14 to 18. Approximately 84% of students — 87% of girls and 81% of boys — complete junior secondary school.\(^{242}\) The passing of advanced level examinations are required for students wishing to pursue further education, which is roughly one-third of students who complete their General Certificate of Education Ordinary Level (GCE O Level) examinations. However, despite high enrollment rates at the secondary level, Sri Lanka has a high unemployment rate among educated youth (at 5.5% for men and 11.7% for women in 2013).\(^{243}\)

### Education spending and financing

As of 2012, government spending on education was 1.7% of GDP.\(^{244}\) More specifically, government expenditure per student at the secondary level as a share of GDP per capita was 6.9% in 2012.\(^{245}\) Sri Lanka utilises a “Programme-Budgeting System,” where budgets are broken down by each ministry and department and also by recurrent and capital expenditures. Recurrent expenditures include operational costs while capital expenditures include developmental costs.\(^{246}\) Specifically for primary and secondary funding, 20% of the allocated budget is meant to go to capital expenditures.\(^{247}\) Sri Lanka also initiated the “Programme of School Improvement” in 2006, which encourages local communities to raise funds as a mechanism to supplement government funding.\(^{248}\)

Guidelines for costs associated with teachers and infrastructure are followed by various divisions of government. For instance, both the central and provincial governments are responsible for recruiting, employing, and paying salaries to teachers. These salaries range from US$3,501 starting off to US$7,215 at the top of the pay scale.\(^{249}\) Provincial and state governments both are responsible for the funding costs associated with new construction, while textbook purchasing is the responsibility of the central government alone.\(^{250}\)

Sustained economic growth is a fundamental issue at the heart of the Mahinda Chintana and having a valuable workforce is crucial to its plan. To counteract high youth unemployment, which is leading to skills shortages and under-productive industries, the Sri Lankan government has established the Tertiary and Vocational Education Commission and has encouraged the implementation of a variety of other policies. This Commission has developed the National Vocational Qualification Framework and additional professional education programmes are now being developed and rolled out.\(^{251}\)

**Institutional arrangements to promote secondary education**

The Sri Lankan Constitution of 1978 mandated the right to free education and compulsory schooling between the ages of 5 and 14. Also required are various levels of teacher training. Primary and secondary teachers are required to train for three years, and senior secondary teachers mandated to have a Bachelor of Education or any Bachelor degree with a postgraduate Diploma of Education.\(^{252}\)

Prior to 2003, private schools were prohibited from being established, which in part accounts for their current limited presence in Sri Lanka. However, legislation has been passed to allow private schools to be established, mostly in the form of international schools. Private schools are now recognised as providing an equivalent level of quality education to public schools.\(^{253}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Net enrollment rate, secondary</th>
<th>86%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross enrollment ratio, secondary</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progression to secondary school, female</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progression to secondary school, male</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Key learnings

Sri Lanka has a highly successful, affordable, and accessible education system, despite being a war-torn nation for decades. With low dropout rates at the lower secondary level, most students are well equipped to attend technical and vocational schools. Distinctively, female students have higher levels of completion rates at the upper secondary level. Overall now, the key challenge is one of quality, and ensuring that students have the right and relevant skillset to enter the labor market.

ANNEX 7:
LIST OF KEY INFORMANTS INTERVIEWED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Informant</th>
<th>Affiliated Organization</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Benavot</td>
<td>UNESCO</td>
<td>Director, Education for All Global Monitoring Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Chilangwa</td>
<td>Government of Zambia</td>
<td>Ambassador of Zambia in Angola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandrika Bahadur</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Solutions Network</td>
<td>Director, Education Initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Archer</td>
<td>ActionAid</td>
<td>Head of Programme Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dzingai Mutumbuka</td>
<td>UNESCO, International Institute for Education Planning</td>
<td>Governing Board Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Patrinos</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>Practice Manager, Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Mundy</td>
<td>Global Partnership for Education</td>
<td>Chief Technical Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Lewin</td>
<td>University of Sussex, Consortium for Research on Educational Access, Transitions and Equity</td>
<td>Director &amp; Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liesbet Steer</td>
<td>Brookings Institute, Center for Universal Education</td>
<td>Fellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora Fyles</td>
<td>United Nations Girls’ Education Initiative</td>
<td>Head of Secretariat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safiqul Islam</td>
<td>BRAC Education Programme</td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Annex 7: List of key informants interviewed
## ANNEX 8:
### MODEL WITH COST RESULTS FOR PRESCHOOL, PRIMARY, LOWER SECONDARY, AND UPPER SECONDARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Low income</th>
<th>Lower middle income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of pupils (public and private), in millions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preschool</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Public expenditure per pupil, weighted average, US$ per year</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preschool</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary</td>
<td>751</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total public costs, US$ billions</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preschool</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>129.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second chance youth literacy programmes</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL levels through secondary</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total public costs, as % of GDP (average, by country)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preschool</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>0.44%</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
<td>0.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>1.73%</td>
<td>2.13%</td>
<td>1.70%</td>
<td>2.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary</td>
<td>0.94%</td>
<td>1.95%</td>
<td>0.77%</td>
<td>1.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary</td>
<td>0.71%</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
<td>0.57%</td>
<td>1.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second chance youth literacy programmes</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL levels through secondary</td>
<td>3.49%</td>
<td>5.23%</td>
<td>3.10%</td>
<td>6.56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>External finance needs (finance gap), US$ billions</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preschool, primary, lower secondary + literacy</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL levels through secondary</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Source:** Wils, A. 2015.
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“Leaders of the 21st century must deliver on their promises to invest in the future and start investing in books, education and hope, rather than in weapons, war and conflicts.”

— Malala Yousafzai